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MYASTHENIA GRAVIS 
( Definition a."ld Historical Itesume) 
(9) 
This affection is characterized By McCarthy as a " disease with 
fati~e s~ptoms reterable to the muscular system due to an exhau-
sted condition of the nervous enervation without defirltate pathol-
o~y in the nervous system and wi~h minor chan[es (lymphocytic 
iniiltra.tion) in the muscles. 
( 7) 
Myasthenia ~ravis is characterized By an abnormal liability ot 
voluntary movements to tire throughout the whole body, the muscles 
supplied By the bulb Being chiefly liable to be affecte«. It usua-
11y assumes a chronic form with periods of remissions and exacer-
~ations, the muscular weakness being always agfravated by fati~ue 
and frequently disappearing wholly after periods of rest. 
( 5) 
Synonyms for Myasthenia Gravis are:-
1. Myasthenia Gravis Pseudo-para.lytica.. 
2. Asthenic Bulbar Paralysis. 
3. As them c Paralysis. 
4. Bulbar Paralysis without bulbar lesions. 
5. Erb' s Dis eas e. 
6. ~rb-Goldf'1am Disease. 
( 4) 
According to Garrison the first ~escription of myasthenia ~ravis 
was by Willis in lo85.This was followed by that of Wilkes in 1877. 
(2 ) 
This dis eas e was first des cribed \ly Thomas Willis in ( London 
Practice of Physick 16~5, pages 431-432). He descrihed it under the 
2. 
title of " Palsy".Saun4ert s History of Medicine also states that 
ThOllas Willie first fles cri'eeEi the Eri-Golind symptom complex 
( Myasthenia Gravis). 
(9) 
Charles I\osenlteck states that, " to Wilkes \)eloncs the creei t 
of first descri\)inc the disease". Suisequently Eri, Oppenheim, 
Eisenlohr, Bernharat, Strtfllpell, Campiell ana Bramwell, in a series 
(7) 
of articles estailished the clinical entity of the malady.Posey 
writes also that wilkes was the first to aescriiethe disease. In 
1877 ha cave out his clinical fin.ines. Eri followe4 him in 1878. 
(8) 
Jendrassik, in 1886, puilisheEi a proiaile case of Myasthenia Gravis. 
(7) 
In April 1912 starr collected two hundred an. fifty cases fro. 
the literature up to that Qate. 
(S) 
Keschner and strauss state that the !disease wa.s first liescri •• a 
iy Wilkes in 1877 ana a year later iy Eri. For almost ten years no 
oiservations of note were made upon this disease until Oppenheim 
puilished a report of " a case of chronic procressive iuliar para-
lysis without anatomical finliin,s ft. The points emphasize« in this 
contriiution are the aisenee of muscular atrophy, the aisence of 
'isturiances of electrical excitaiility in tAe muscles, the freq-
uent occurrence of remissions ana ne,ative anatomical fin'ines. 
Four years later, Goldflam foun' that in his cases the Muscular 
disturmances were not due to an actuel paralysil iut to an exhau-
stion of the involve. muscles. The nature of this .~Bcular exilau-
stion was investi,ate. iy Jolly in creat «etail in 1894, an. led 
to his ti&covery of the so-called. "Jolly" or " Myasthenic reac· 
tion". He 8u'leste4 that the tisease i. d.esicnateG. as ft Myasthenia 
.~. 
3. 
Gravis Pseudo-Paralytica: thuB removing the general conception, 
then held, that the disease was contined to the iuli, and focused 
the attention ot the oiservers On the muscles of the iody as the 
site of the disease. Campi ell and Bramwell in 1900, in contrast 
to Oppenheim's view, said that muscle atrophies were important 
in the clinical picture. In 1900 Weicert puilished the report ot 
a case in which he deseriied lymphocytic infiltrations ( lympho-
oytes in the mus cles ), which owing to the fact that the thymus 
oontained neoplastic tissue, he regareed as metastasis to the 
muscles. Buzzard made a oareful clinical and anatomical invest-
ication on five cases and also found the lymphocytes, iut normal 
thymus glands therefore disproving the lymphocytic infiltrations 
as metastasis from the thymus.markelort in 1912 found that the 
ainormal faticue involved not only the voluntary muscles iut 
also the cardiac, the SMooth muscles, sensory nerves and sense 
orr,ans J and the psychic life or the inti vidual. 
(10) 
starr says that Eri fi'ret descrt.ed the disease in 1879 un.or 
the title of "a new proiaile iuliar croup of symptoas". In 1895 
Jolly discovered the peculiar electrical response characteristic 
of the disease.In 1891 LaQuer ,ave a pretty satisfactory summary 
of the disease and since that time it has teen recognized as inte-
pen_ent of iultar paley. Oppenheim pua1ishec a monotraph on it in 
1901 • Campiell and Bramwell oollecte« sixty cases in It .rain ". 
Henry Hunn analyze. one hundred anG seventeen cases in a report 
in " Alilany Medical Annals", January 190 .... In 1908 Palmar collec-
ted one hundred and twenty-six cae as in Guy's Hospital l'-eports. 
And as previously stated, starr collecte« two hun4reG and fifty 
cases from the literature up to April 1912. 
(4) 
In 1908 Booth collected two hundreG and fifty cases, the 
youn!est was twenty-three months and the oldest seventy years. 
(6) 
Oppenheim says ths,t the cas es studies .y Ere showed ptosis and 
(1) 
weakness of masticatory and nuchal muscles. Erb aleo note' atrophy 
ani diminution of the electrical response, Ere's studies were not 
(6) 
concise. In 1887, Oppenheim studied a case clinically for many 
years and then done careful post mortua with microscopical section 
of the nervous system which cave negative results.A case of eulbar 
paralysis without Bulbar findince, had already eeen descriied iy 
Wilkes, Jut in such a manner that a 'esci8ion was impossiile. The 
cases studied iy Oppenheim demonstrated dysarthria, dysphalia, and 
masticatory weakness, with correspondin, paresis of the la8ial, 
,108sal, palatal and mastioatePy muscles. etc. In 1900 at the 
Chant' e, he saw a yount; man affected. with the disease, who was 
'mallle to take nourishment eecause, thou,h he could chew the first 
Gite, he tired so easily that the closure of his jaws could not 
ee executed any longer with any force.He noticed that electriaal 
stimulation of the muscles had the same influence; in one sittinl, 
in which the thoracic muscles were stimulate., a threatenine 
condition of suffocation ca.e On. The patient 4i.4. This patient 
was autopsied iy Jolly ana show.a nelative result •• 
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6. 
ETIOLOGY 
(15 ) 
starr says that there is no de!inate causative factor as yet 
(19 ) 
determined. Many theories have been advanced. to explain this unus-
ua1 disease. Briefly 'they are nervous theories, muscle theori., end-
ocrine theori., theories of visceral origin and finally a vegata-
ti "Ie or supra-renal ve~atati ve -cheory. Clinically it suggests a 
disease of the nervous system but post mortum findings are not 
consistent wi-ch such a suggestion. 
(20 ) 
Posey states that females are sli:ht1y mOre liable to the dis-
ease than males, the lI,e at Which they are aUected is below that 
of men; thus of one hundred and eit:hty cases tabulated. by McCarthy 
he found that males were most frequently attacked in the fifth 
( 13) 
decade and females in the thtrd. Keschner and strauss also state 
that females are more liable than males in the ratio of about 
twenty to fifty_ He s'tates the disease is rare before ten years 
of age and after fifty. Gold/lam reports a case in a child two and 
(25 ) 
a half years of ale. starr states that females are more commonly 
affected than males. In two hundred and for'~y cases exalnined, the 
ratio wa.s one hundred and forty eight to ninety-two. The most common 
age incidence was between twenty and thirty years. The oldest 
ca.se was or a man seventy-two. 
Age incidence 
starr 
Age 1-5 5-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 
3 1 27 78 51 38 9 7 
7. 
( 10) 
In 1908 Booth colleeted two hundred and fifty oases, the younc-
est was twenty-three months, the oldest seventy years. 
Ale incidence 
Booth 
A,s 1-10 10-20 20-30 30-40 40-50 50-60 60-70 70-80 
No. 5 13.6 38 23.2 16 2.8 .8 
The createet nUll"'er of cases were aetween the ~ces of twenty 
Bl'l.4i forty. Myasthenia Gravis does all" can occur at any ace, aut 
the cases occurinl lefore pulierty are rare. 
( 11) 
The,occurrence of metaiolic disorders and constitutional anQm-
olies in cases of Myasthenia Gravis has ieen frequently demonstr-
ated in recent years. The occurrence of Myasthenia Gravis in two 
sisters ( at onset of menstrual eycle the symptoas iegan) is extr-
_ely rare and arinls added. support to the theory at constitutional 
deficiency as the ultimate etiolocical factor. The history of 
d.ia'etes in the father and the presence of a much lowered clueose 
tolerance in One sister whose condition was more pronounced, 
should ae noted. Brissand and Lautzenburg have report.d eases of 
Myasthenia Gravis with diabetes as a concurrent phenomena. Others 
(19 ) 
also Mve reported similar cases. A here4itary character has not 
ieen mentioned except in one case reported iy Morenisco. The case 
(15 ) 
he presents ~ves familial history. Oppenheim states that a case 
that he observed with Burns showed a pronounced hereditary taint. 
(2) 
Boothay says that Myasthenia Gravis is not familial. 
(25) (5) 
starr states that all races are 11e.'le to the clisease. Of the 
eighteen cases stutLea IY Coriat, he found this racial distrilution; 
8. 
ten cases were Russian Jewish; tour Irish American; one Dutch; 
one Italian. Why over fifty percent should have ieen Russian 
Jewish in oricin is iapossiile to say until aore is known of the 
exact etiolo,y. In the aastract of dis cuesion, Dr. Walter TimMe 
states that in his three cases all were J.ws over the ace of 
forty-ti vee 
(8 ) 
Oppenuia was first to d.escriie a lesion of the thymus in this 
disease.Wet,eri found a lymphosarcoma of the thymus, with metas-
tasis and infiltration into surroundinc auscles. The lymphocytic 
cells he Observed in the distant muscles were not metastatic as 
( 12) 
was proven shortly afterwatas DY Buzzard. Jones reports a case 
of Myasthenia Gravis with necropsy, in which a thymoma was founa 
in the th,.ic region just aiOve the heart and iJlDletiately iehiJ'lG. 
the sternum, loose and not aaherent to other viscera.He says the 
literature on the thymus clana is neither convincinc nor satisf-
actory.It sea.s to Ie cenerally recocnized that the thymus ana 
the thyrdla and other d.uctless cland.. are inter-related.. And. 
it seems reasonaily safe to assuae that the thymus is in a way 
reB ponli.l e, like the thyroia, for d1sturianees of .o~ly meta-
.01is1l. 
(20) 
Posey states that the anlarcement of the thymus cland. founa 
in so.many cases of Myasthenia Gravis is a.n iaportant factor alld 
(2) 
its sill'lificance can not .e overlookea. Moetech .tat .. that a 
1&1Ie numier of these patients have thyaic tumors, or persistent 
thymus. Altaough consideraile has ieen written recardinc the 
relationship of Myasthenia Gravis ana thyroid. disfunction, no 
9. 
( 3) 
&00& evidence exists to suistantiate such a relationship. Judson 
says that the frequency of thymic chanles are not constant an. 
hence the deposit of ly.phorrhaces are not secondary to these 
chanles. 
( 1) 
Alter reports a case with multiple ainonaalities of ironchio-
,enic orir;in. A strikinl; feature W8.8 the ,arench}'lllatul r;oitre with 
iisplaeement and enlarr;ement of the ,aratlayroi' ani thyaic tis8ue. 
The multiple thymic nodules were the site of extensive inflaaatory 
chan~es.The mediastinal n04ule showed eviienee of a process of 
longer duration than the accessory nOdules. 
(19 ) 
Noyes cited a num~er of cases shGWin, the association of Myal-
thenia Gravis to Basedow·. i.iseue.He proposed to treat the disease 
iy caaplete thymectomy and unilateral thyrOidectomy. In his own 
case tetanoid c,ntractions of the finlers and pic-entation ani 
ironzinc of the skin were later associated. "ith these conditions. 
Chvostet ascriied iaportance to disturiances of the para-thyroids. 
He attriButed myasthenia to hyperfunction and disfunction in oon-
trast to hypofunction of this Clan4. He ieleives the chances in 
the thYMUS are of no pathocenetic importance. It is well known 
that in dOls,.usc18 weakness and increased skin pic-entation 
follow adrenal extirpation anli that ,ipentation can ie made to 
disappear iy infusions of epinephrine Therefore an etiololiea1 
connection ietween and adrenal lesion and the myasthenic Iympt.~ 
(5) 
complex must ie considered possi\le. Coriat hat a case which he 
had r-iven supra-renal extract with improvement. She tinally came 
to autopsy an4 he ieleived that the patholo" lied in the supra-
lO~ 
renal :lan" and muscles, since supr&-renal extract aiaed her 
althouch no central nervous system or supra-renal patholocy were 
founci. Gympto •• or Myasthenia Gravis have .een knnn to lte eBCOU-
nterea oeass,"onally in hyperthyroiasill and these symptoms have 
.een known to improve atter thyroiclectODlY or anti-thyroi. treat-
(18) 
sent. Morinesco states that he had a patient that improve-Ii conside-
(19 ) 
ralille untier ephinephrine ans supra-renal extract. The uta.Ush-
sent ot either clinical or anatomical dieturlanceB or the enao',.. 
ines in Myasthenia (}rarvis is not constant. Bourgeois di i. not fbul 
important glandular trouiles in any of his cases. 
(19 ) 
Morinesco. of Bucharest, has pUDlished Doth in ~umania and 
France, the risults of numerous experimental investi,ations which 
the;;aash or the disease and as a result of these vegatative dis-
tur.~nc .. there occurs a .istunction at the endocrines, particu-
larily of the supra-renal.As a whole ¥is oiservations are clouDt18s8 
correet iut many other investicators can not .elieve that the 
fleetin: and. inconstant phenomena manifest •• in Myasthenia iy 
the sympathetiC system,can .e the ultimate cause or an affection 
so severe, distinot ancl fixed as in Myasthenia Gravis. 
It is no doubt that the end.ocrinel •• io.s are relatively trequ-
e.t in Myasthenia Gravis.This tact has otten lteen use. as an arlu-
ment that their role in the disease is not inciaental only. Physi-
ology teaches us that one function of the en40crines is to neutra-
lile the pro.acts of fatt,u.. Dou~tl.ss unusual taman.. must Be 
put upon this function in Myasthenia.Thus is explained. the hyper-
t'unctionins of certain ,lands that seem to _. workin, at capa"City 
11. 
or on the other hand the insufficiency of other ,lana. which appear 
e~1au5tea.ln this way the explanation of the diversity of clandular 
lesions in an affection which must make the maximum damanas upon 
the endocrines to exerci.e a function that they all possess to some 
decree can ,e explained. 
It seems then that a disturBance or inaaequacy of endocrine 
function may ie a predisposin: factor in Myasthenia.Such chances 
renderine the enaocrines inaaequate to perfo~ their usual func-
(11) 
tion of neutralizinc faticue toxins. In a case reportea iy Claude 
and porah, an enlarcement of the posterior lo'e of the pituitary 
~land was noted. These authors think that the bypertrophy of 
these endocrine Clan" is cue to the result of a iattle acainst 
(23) 
some toxin. Rosenbeck says that the relation of the disease to the 
enaocrine disturbances, thoueh not consistent, is at least hiehly 
su~~estive for there is increasins eviaence tmat a aisfunction 
of the ,lands of internal secretion plays a consi.eraDle role 
in the Myopathic affections. 
(~) 
Posey says that occupation and living conditions exert seeM-
ingly no influence on the dis ease. starr reports a case, the 
result of violent muscle exercise eOmin, on after a came of foot-
iall in one of the players. One case was a pianoi.t ana trouola 
(~) 
iecan in the fin,era. Excitinc causes are overwork, over-exertion, 
(l~) 
fati:uin! occupations and emotional excitement. Lin4emulder pres-
ent. a case of which the onset apparently followe. an electric 
shock, yet thil may have aeen only a coinci4ental factor. 
12. 
( 20) 
posey states that intections seemin~ly have no influence on 
the «isease.Overwork and emotional excitement are the initial factors 
in most eases cGoperatin, with an, as yet, unknown infection of 
(27 ) 
some kind. p.r. Zucco1 .. reports two cases of Myasthenia Gravis 
whose onset occurs. during an epidemic of e,14 .. 10 poliomyelitis, 
one patient '~erminated fatally from bu1aar symptoms anel pneumonia 
from aspiration, the other showe., two aonths after onset, neck 
muscular weakness to such an extent that his chin drooped until 
it touche. his sternum. He had .een shOWing slight ups ani. i.owns on 
, (13) 
his Myasthenia Gravis symptoms. Kes chner states that acute infec-
tio~. diseases are the exciting causes. Some cases reportei. fol1-
owed inf1uen la, tJphoii.,acute articular rheumatism, «iphtheria, 
lead colic an. excessive physical exertion. 
(16 ) 
McAlpine states that a typical contirme. case ot: Myasthenia 
Gravis was descrl.e. in which inflamatof'Y chances in-'the spinal 
cora, with wide-spreaa mucocytie aecen erati on , were ,fOWla. Hee 
conclude. frOM a stu4y of the case that thsre is a form ot Myas-
thenia ~ravis associated with int1amatory chances in the central 
nervous system, the cause of ,¥bich is still pro.l~atic. 
The possibility of an occasional relationship _etween Myasth-
( 16) 
enia Gravis and epidemic encephalitis is consiaere •• Paulian i.esc-
riDes a case occurring in a female who was taken ill with fever 
and somnolenoe whlch lasted two months. This was succe'e. -1 
Myasthenia Gravis symptoms. The Myasthenic reaction was OBtai-
neti. The author consiierelll the diplopia an. somnolence at the 
onset pointe. to an attack of epiasmic encephalitis. 
13. 
( 2X) 
In studinc twenty eases Dr. Jooth~y states,"it will noted that 
in seven of the twenty eases there was a history of an acute in-
fection shortly iefore the onset of the symptoms characteristic 
of Myasthenia crans." 'l'his amounts to thirty-ti va percent, thirty-
ti ve percent must certainly ie consii.erea tG _e a lar«e numDer to 
have happened to have an unrelated infection ot the upper respir-
atory passages or other streptococci infection. On the other 
hand, it must not ie overlooked that the ramaini.er lave no such 
history, althou,h possiiily in the cases of loncer i.uration a 
mila infection mi:ht have ieen torcotten. 'l'he relationship of 
myasthenia gravis to any detinate intection of course has not 
ieen proven as yet. 
Careful study iy Dr. ~oDertson of the muscles oitained at 
necropsy in two ot these twenty cases, as well as reports in 
the literature, 9u"est very stron«ly that the underlyinc calIse 
is some type of infective organisms which elects to localize in 
the muscles in some manner correspondinl to localization in 
joints in chronic arthritis. 
'l'he presence of the lymphocytes or (lyntphoraces) in the mU8-
oles are su,:estive then that the disease i8 due to some micro-
oreani ••• Why there should ie no iefinate mode of onset is 
( 13) 
tifticult to say. Why for instance one woman 'eBeriied 8y 
Gol.flam should under,o an exaoeriation with each precnancy ana 
another women to present the symptoms of myasthenia Crans only 
ietween pre~ancies (a remission developin: with pr.,nancy) ie 
truly phenOr.1enal. 
14. 
(15 ) 
Oppenheim lays that in sOlIe of his cases an acute intectious 
(25 ) 
process hali prece.aed. the d.iseaee. starr states that many .cases 
oC Myasthenia Gravis appear after lome infectious process parti-
cularily influenza. 
( 26) 
We8er presents a cas e of Myasthenia 9ra.vis of which he says J 
sclerojermia _.,an in the latter part or 1929, with symmetrical 
sclerouctylia. of the hands ane as usual in such cases has aeen 
associated with typical angiospastic ~ynaud.-lik. phenomena. 
The Myasthenia Gravis .egan in late 1931, menopause in Septenl"er 
(4) 
1930. A case reported .y Lone and Witchi presentea preceUnc 
pulm onary s apti c con di ti ons • 
(18) 
Morinesco emphasizea that Myasthenia is aue to changes in the 
sympathetic eyst ... VasOlIlotor «isturaances affect the muscle meta-
aolism: waste prod.ucts are retainea in the muscles ana in the 
walls of the capillaries, inaucing d.ilation of the vessels. Thi, 
explains exhaustion of muscle activity, the .ecrease of oxitizing 
ferments and the accumilatiGn of ,lycolen an' lipoias in the MUS-
cle Cibers.The condition improve' considerable, in his cases, 
under epinephrin ana supra-renal extraot. 
(1'1) 
Reduced fo~ation of IU8stances controllin, th. vascular tonus, 
appears to be responsible for the invert.d vasomotor reaction, con-
sistine in dilation of the vessels durin,; volu.ntary muscular cont-
ractions.This proiaDly affects the aci«-.ase talance of the mus-
cle fibert. st1mulatinc the activity of the hydrolytic and lip-
olytic ferment. an. thus creates lesions in the muscles. 
15. 
( 13) 
The na.ture of this mWlcular exhaustion was invest1satea 1Iy 
Jolly in sreat <letail in l89~ an" led to his liiscovery of the so-
calleli "Jolly" or ~yasthenic" reaction. He suggeste4 that the 
aisease 'lie aesisnatea as rt Myasthenia Gravis PseuI,(O-Paralytica", 
thus" ramovins the ceneral conception, then hel., that the aisease 
was confine" to the .ul., ana fo cue eli the att enti on of ois erver. 
(19 ) 
on the mus elee of the Dolly as the site ot the dis ease. As for the 
muscle theory we know that from an acquaintance with the ,kysio-
10CY of muscle that when a muscle is intoxicated iy a product it 
fatigues more easily than the normal muscle,aleo,on the other 
han" that muscular fati~ue causes in the mus cles the elaioration 
(19 ) 
of toxic pro4ucts which for a time inhibit motor function. It is 
int~resting to note that this state of fati~ue has ieen produced 
lay physiologists in stutiin:; intoxica.tions by veratrine which is 
( 22) 
capa.le of proliucinC analolous states. Pemierton Bu"ests that 
it is a disease of !deranged muscular metaBolism as indicated .y 
markea calcium_lOSS and reduction of creatinin outPut. 
( 7) 
One author maintains that the disease is characterized iy 
hyperoxYlenation,which is shown especially in connection with" 
voluntary moveMents,ana which results in a production of chem-
1eal alterations in the musculature owing to lIome interference 
wi th the fonnation of antilitoiies of fatigue. 
(13) 
The symptoms ot the disease are .est explainea iy assumins 
the presenoe of' some toxic,or anti-toxic agent Which has a 
special influence on the protoplastio constituents of volunt-
ary muscle ana less specialized influenoe on the function of 
other tissues. The relation of this toxin to the inoi«ence ot 
16. 
(17 ) 
of lymphorrhage8 ana to the thymic alterations, is not clear. It 
one admits a toxic origin ot Myasthenia. it e .. a.ins to locate the 
origin ot the pOis on. 
( 21) 
The fina.l expla.na.tion of the muscilar weakness an. Mya.sthenic 
reaction Hunn seeks in a. 'isturiance of the function of the muscle 
en' plates, irou,ht about iy the interference with the lymph cire· 
ulation in the muscles. 
(9) 
Galli&irs stresses the sthenic as well as the tonic function 
(13) 
of the extra-,yra.lIilial tract in Myasthenia Gravis. The strikinc 
developmenta.l detects an' Qeformities of the central nervous sys-
tem and in other orca.ns in many of these patients are believe' 
iy some to indicate that con£enital predisposition plays an etio-
(11) 
logical rol~ The occurrence ot meta.bolic disorders ani constitu-
tional anomolies in cases of Myasthenia Gravis ha.s ieen frequentl, 
liemonstrated in recent years. Crus ehma.nn reported. two cases of 
,onaaa.l hypoplasia in tspales. In a case report.d iy Claude and 
porU, an enlargement of the postetior 10ie of the pituita.ry gland 
( 1) 
was noted. Alter reports a. case in which the anatomical study of 
the central nervous system reveal_. nothin, of signiticance. 
(15 ) 
Oppenheimsa.ys it is a aisease with Duliar paralysis but without 
( 13) 
iulia.r pa.tholoCY. Buzza.ra made a careful clinical and ana.tomica.l 
investication on tive cases and c)ncluded that the disease is 
one which is not wlways contined to the motor system But ma.y in-
elude tho.e of sensory, psychic or other oris1n •. 
( 24) 
Aceorain, to Oppenheim, a. conC8n11oa.l predisposition is a.n 
important factor in it, onset. Ia .ev.eral insta.nces thi. oiser-
, I 
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ver has not •• coneenital anomolies of development, in fact, for 
a time this .ieease was re,araea as a neurosis of eon!enital 
origin, until the oiservation was ma.e that an enlarge. thymus 
gland is present in certain cases, which lead 80me to conjecture 
(15 ) 
that toxic products were introduce. into circulation. Amon, the 
cases of &namolies there was one case ot micro«nathia, three 
polydactyly, o~e aouiling of the ii, toe, one sexual infantilism, 
one ease with anomolic fOrMation of the aqueduct of sylvias. 
(7) 
NO pathocenic theory can affora to neclect the often cont-
iraaed oiservation that women who suffer CrOll Myasthenia Gravis 
lose all their symptoas 'urine precnancy, only to relapse into 
their former condition atter confinement. AlthouCh thi~ is not 
an invariaile rule, it is sufficiently common to indicate that 
the retal tissues lIay temporarily proviae som.e suistance which 
either counteract. a circulatinc pOison or supplies a .eticiency 
(13 ) 
in the loay ot the Mother. Go~.flam reports a case of Myasthenia 
Gravis in which the symptoms appear.d only when the woman was 
,regnant an. which woul' recee. on the iirth of the chil., in 
another case, pregnancy removed the myasthenic syra,to.s only to 
(25 ) 
reappear on the iirth of the child. starr reports One case in 
which precnancy exert.d. a favorable effect. In several cases 
termination of la.or bas ieen followed .y rapta increase in 
the symptoms. ae ~vel seven o&se8 in all. 
(25 ) 
Due to the su.den onset ana c_plete recovery that has taken 
,lace in many eases ot Myasthenia Gravis t the theory was <ievel-
. (11) 
ope. that tbis was the result of so •• toxic orilin. The hyper-
18. 
trophy of s~e of the endocrine ,lands that is touni at ti.e., 
is thousht to .e aue to the result ot a 'attle a,ainst toxin. 
( 3) 
Some authors .elieve that the disease is micro'io in oricin 
ana that the toxin thus produced acts selectively upon the lower 
motor neur~n. 
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METABOLISM 
( 3) 
A case of Myasthenia Gravis stuned iy Bookman ana Epstein pres-
ented unusual symptoms, ironzing ot the skin anG picmentation of 
the iuchal mucous memirane an. hiSh ilo04 pressure. The metaiolism 
of calci~, macnisiua, phospherou8 ,sulphur an. nitrogen and the 
amonia excretion were studieel, with the patient at rest, while 
takin& exercise, durine the administration at ephinephrin, of thymus 
,lana, and of caloiua, ana presented no ainormal tindings. The 
excretion of creatinin was ielo. nonnal.There was at times consid-
( 11) 
eraBle excretion of creatine PemJerton studyinl a case ot Myasth-
enla Gravis from a metaiolio standpOint found that the internal 
MUS oular metabolism was i.isturbed as indicated iy marke. ealciua 
(12) 
loss ana reduction of oreatinin output. starr says that certain 
defects of metabolisJl, such as deticient excretion of calciUAI 
salts in the urine and feces~ has ieen found. 
(2 ) 
In the cases of Myasthenia Gravis studie« at the Mayo Olinic, 
the nitrocenou9 an« iuorcanic suistanees of the ilooa were found 
to '8e normal in all cases. 
(1) 
patients with procressive muscular dystrophy~exorete oreatin 
even on a creatin free aiet.Patients ot this type on a nor.ual 
diet excrete creatin equal to or exceedin, the preformed creat-
inin nitro~en. On the other han., patients with Myasthenia Gravis 
usually .xcrete only small amounts ot creatin ana occasionally 
nO.e, iut when oreatin nitro,.n is present the value for creatin 
is' rarely more than a small traction ot the preformed oreatinin 
,~-
22. 
nitrocen. The ratio of creatin nitrogen to prefonnei. creatinin 
nitro,en in muscular dystrophy is usually tetween 1 and 3:1 
whereas in Myasthenia Gravis it is usually around 0.1:1. 
Giison ani. Martin found in a case of procressive pseuio-hyper-
trophic muscular dye trophy, excretion of creatin is ~reater on 
a high than a low protein diet, they also oiserved that it was 
increased as much if not more iy the administration of an inco.-
plete protein, lelatin, when fifty-five ~rams ot this was sUBsti-
tuted as a part of seventy-five «ram protein diet. ( It happens 
that celatin contains twenty-five percent of the amino-acii «ly-
clne). 
Brana, Harris, Sani.ier« anli Rineer tried the various amino" 
acids on the excretion ot creat1n of patients with procressive 
muscular aystrophy and founa that the aaministration of ,lycine 
caused the largest increase. 
In cooperation with Dr.Wilder ani. also the section of neuro-
10CY, six pati ants suttedn, from Myasthenia Gravis, three men, 
an'li three women, were treated with ,lyc1ne, the three women were 
showin, benefits from it when they had to ie i.iscontinuei. aue to 
the insufticient amount of ,lycine. The three men will Be its cussed 
ialow. Patient numier 1 was put on a meat free and low protein 
41.t an' this was foun' to accentuate his weakness. Creat1n nit-
ro,en excretion was not more than 0.03 ,ram daily; the excretion 
of preformed creatinin nitrogen was essentially normal leinl 0.60 
,rams 4&111. After taking £ifteen ,rams of :lyclne B.I.D. for ten 
days he appeared to definately improved. After six weeks he coulc 
----... ------.--~ --"""i-----"'I"I"'-----------·--·--~-___ +....,..i -------...,.---1.,....---
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easily walk fourteen ilocks an4 do thinls without fatilue that he 
eould not do iefore treatment. There has .een no si,nifieant alt-
eration in the amount of creatin and creatinin nitrolen excretion. 
Case numier-two excreted aiout 0.10 ,rams of creatin nitrogen 
and 0.60 crams of preformed ~reatininnitro,en daily. Within a week 
after Deine civen tifteen grams of ,lyciae B.I.D. he was much 
strCtnr:;er. in two weeks he couli walk nine ilocks, impro.,e. markedly, 
follorine ingestion of ,lyein8, the creatin nitroeen in the urine 
increased from 0.10 crams to 0.30 ,rams, after eieht days there 
was a ten_ency for the amount ot creatin nitrogen to decrease to 
aiout 0.18 ana 0.28 "rams daily. This fact to,ethar with the data 
presentee,illustrates the fonnation of oreatin in this particular 
patient follow1n« the inr;estion ot Ilyeine. The laboratory inii-
~tes the improvement is more than a spontaneous remission. 
In ease numier three the elimination of croatin nitrocen in 
the urine was less than 0.05 crams daily, and the preformed creat-
inin nitrocen was a~oun. 0.60 (rams daily. 
(1) 
One of the characteristic points of Myasthenia Gravis is that 
the i.eeree ot faticaDill ty may vary marked.ly from tiJIe to time, 
inliicatin( the tisease to ie one of metaiolic disturbance which 
is reversiile.As these patients eliminate ereatin in small quan-
tities, and as Brand and his associates have shown that the ely-
cine increases the excretion of creatin, it seemed possiile that 
.. ~. the ieneticial results. from presumahly iuildinc up the phospho-
creatin content ot the muscles, ~hich is thouCht to play such 
an important part in the mechanism of contraction muscle, would 
24. 
ie fully as likely to occur in this contiticn as in muscle cyst-
rophys, as shown iy Thama6 and hie associates. 
(6) 
The effect of hypercalcemia on the urinary output iy MeGee, 
Jer:;luni and Lohmann in a ca.se of Myasthenia Gravis .turine; no 
perioel, neither durini the intravenous calcium treatment. nor 
durin, parathyroid treatment did the ereatin or ereatinin fi~ures 
s~ow any si,nificant chances. There purpose of the experiment was; 
the question whether the escape of creatin from the muscles is 
due to an error of metaiolism of the sarcoplasm or to an ainonnal 
permeaBility of the sarcolemma. 
(5) 
In the course or the detennination of urinary inorcanic phoe-
phuteiy the method of Fiske and SueBorow in a case of Myasthenia 
Gravis, it was olserve' that the phosphomoly.dic acid iecame re-
Queetl and an intense ilue color developed iefore the re.ucin« 
a~ent, amino-napthol 8ulphonic acid, was aa4e4. 
They oitained the same reaction in two other cases of Myasth-
enia Gravis, iut faile. to aemonstrate the same in one case of 
muscular dystrophy and in one case of muscular atroph, in which 
there is also, as in Myasthenia Gravis, a creatinuria. In normal 
urines they never ois erveQ th is reaction. The only condi ticn in 
which a similar iehavior was oitained was in alkaptonuria. RiCh 
meat aiet seemed to caule a slight inerease. 
,-' ( 7) 
In the study of the reducing urinary oQmpound desoriie., the 
same patient was re. with amino aCids, tyrosine and ~lycine.They 
note on their tails that the feedinc of tyrosine irings aiout a 
25. 
definate increase in the amount of' unknown urinary reaucinc com-
pound. excreted la&tin, two ways, while the (eedinc of clycine 
shows nO sicniiicant increase, in fact it shows a decrea.se in 
the reducing compound excreted. 
refl~cin, vol. as ,lucose 
1. 2.51 
Tyrosine 2. 2.97 
3. 2.78 
4. 2.65 tinal 
1. 2.64-
2. 2.37 
3. 2.25 
4. 2.58 final 
Thei~ conclusion was that the feedin, o( a cyclic aaino aci. 
a& tyrosine increases the amount exoreted of the reducinl urinary 
o~poun4 recently descri~e4 in a ease of Myasthenia Gravis. In their 
chart it will also Be noted that ,lycine Qecreases the amount ot 
unkno~b urinary redueing compound. 
(4) 
Jones say. it seems to Ie generally recolnize. that the thymus 
an' the thyroid and other ductless ,lands are inter-related, and 
it seems reasonably sate to assume that the thymus is in a way 
responsiBle" like the thyrOid, for disturbances of 80ally met-
a'lolisa. 
(8 ) 
MOrinesco emphasizes that V&so~otor disturbances affect the 
muscle metaBolisa; waste products are retained in the muscles and 
in the walls of the capillaries, ini.ucinc Gilitation or the ves-
(9) 
sels. Reduced to~tion of Buistanees controllinc the vascular 
tonus appears to is responsiBle tor the inverte4 vaso-motor rea-
ctions, consistin, in dilation of the vessels ~urin, voluntary 
26. 
Jlllscular eontraotione.This proialDly affects the acid iase ialance 
of the muscle fiiers,stimulatinr, the activity ot the hydrolytic 
anQ lipolytic ferments, and thus creates lesions of the musclel. 
(2) 
Harriet Edceworth states that durine One of her exaceriatione 
of Myasthenia Gravis she allowed herself to underco experimental 
investigation. She says,"! was put on a constant diet, the cham-
ieal constituents of which were quantitatively determined, and 
the urinary ilood and fecal constituente were studied chemically, 
while frequent estimations ot the Dalal rate were oitained. The 
only positive result of this pains takinc and laiorious exper-
iment was lowered excretion of creatinin and creatinuria which 
avera~ed aiout one hundred and fifty milli,rams per day. To have 
all normal except the creatin-creat1nin constituents in a person 
so prostrated seemed surprisinc, creatinuria had ieen reported 
ietore in thtstroull., as well as .in other trcuiles Which aeth-
ania is a prominent symptom." 
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28. 
SYMPTOlS 
(12 ) 
The Ophthalmolo,iet is often the first to ie consulted in 
Myasthenia Gravis, iy reason of the fact that ptosis or diplopia 
is the initial symptom in many of the cases. Accordinc to Uhtoff, 
droopin! of the lids is the first symptom in nearly one half of 
all eases and is a.sent durin[ the course of Myasthenia Gravis in 
aut eichteen percent of the eases. The ptosis usually is bilateral, 
thou,h it may Ie present in one eye for a period iefore appearinc 
in the other.It usually manifests itself after fati,ue and Giea-
ppears after rest. It may ie provoked iy steady fixation, iy viol-
ently raisin, the lUe, or iy the lack of sleep. It is usually 
aisent after sleeping and comes on towards evenine. The ptoeis 
may disappear for days, even months, only to reappear after the 
end. of these periods. In the case of Karplu8, cited iy Uhtotf, 
the ptosis appeared iut once or tw1~. durin~ the year and dis-
(11) 
appear •• at the expiration of ~everal weeks. Diplo,ia is dependent 
upon exhaustion of the external muscles and varies from day to 
day or even in the course of the same day. 
(12 ) 
Literature shows that paralysis of the external eye muscles in-
itiate the disease in aiout one third of the cases,and that these 
like ptosis can disappear and reappear. Affection of the muscles 
varies from a sliCht weakness,or paresis to an absolute paralysis. 
The leevator of the eye lid is usually 1mplicate~ simultaneously, 
in which event the affected eye muscles need not necessarily Ie 
those supplied iy the third nerve,!or the external rectus and IUp-
(15 ) 
erior oDlique may also Ie involved. From involvement of the oriic-
29. 
ularis palpebraum,the patient may not De able to shut the eyes 
( 11) 
ti,htly (lagophthalmus). the ptosis usually leads to a narrowin, 
of the field of vieion. The eye groun~s and optic nerves are ne-
( 18) 
ver affected. stewart says there may be temporary diminution in 
( 16) 
the fields of vision. starr says that first strabismus, either 
external or internal,producing double vision,then ptosis occured 
(lrr) 
in seventy-e1lht out of one hundred and ninety cases. The patient 
may wake up in the momin:; with no symptoms But as the day goes 
on,oertain muscles gradually Beoome weaker. To correct the ptosis, 
the patient may hold his head backward!!. 
( 12) 
Nystagmus which is noted by some writers was proBaBly not true 
nysta~i 0 movements t but rather the interruption of the nonnal 
rotations of the eyes due to the hesitatin, and slow .ffarts of 
the weakened muscles to follow the fixing object sufficiently 
rapidly throu,h the field of exoursion. Temporary loss of con-
(11 ) 
verging power,associated with ptosis has been reported. Noyes 
says a paralysis of convergence exists at times But never para-
lysis of an isolated funotion since in all cases there is a 
limitation of excursion of the lall in the lateral direction. 
( 12) 
The internal muscles of the eye seem to Be affecte~ Jut rarely 
in myasthenia gravis,though the literature contains occasional 
references to associated sluggishness of the pupils to light 
(8) 
stimUlus and weakness to aceomodation. Mendel oBserved an inter-
esting myasthenic reaction of the pupils to light. At first the 
pupil woulQ react promptly to light. aut after a tew more attem-
pta were made to ellioit the reaction,it would ie slow and teei-
le, often atter rest it would ie prompt again. 
30. 
(12) 
Involvement of the facial, hypoglossal or accessory nerves is 
the initial symptoms in aiout twenty-five percent ot all cases. 
Then weakness of the muscles of the face, tongue, pharynx, larynx 
and neck, may develop or precede the ocular palsy. Symptoms are 
( 11) 
not uniformly .ilate~l. The association of the weakness of the 
facial muscles and of the external musculature of the eyes pro-
duces a eha~cteristic facies in myasthenia ,ravia. In some cases 
the facial dipl.,ia associated with the oeicular ani zycomatic 
muscles live rise to what is .escribei as a nasal emile or crin. 
The weakness of the masseters, iuceinatore ana pt~ry,oids may 
(16 ) 
permit the mouth to remain open. starr says that the paralysis ot 
the eye muscles (external) and of the face and mouth ,ive rise to 
(1) 
an almost typical mask-like appearance of' the face. lereer states 
that ptosis and ~iple,ia facialis characterize the " Myasthenic 
( 13) 
facies", therefore involvement of the muscles sup,lie' iy the 
seventh nerve is a frequent sien. 
( 12) 
The disease manifests itself in two types; a severe form which 
terminates fatally, and a mi14er form in which the symptoms are 
confined to the eyes and complete recovery is the rule. 
In the severe form of the disease not infrequently paresis or 
the oriicularis an. occ~pitotrontalis muscles follow that of the 
levator, eo that the eye can not ie kept closed against pressure, 
nor can the Drows ie raised to compensate for the droopinc or the 
lids, anQ the head is tilted back in order to see clearly. Later 
On weakness of the muscles of the neck may cause the head to fall 
forward. If the levator laiii superioris is inVOlve., the power of 
31. 
s~ilinf, is lost, owin~ to the failure of the mus cles at the corner 
of the mouth to act properlYJ e~d the so-called "nasal smile" of 
Gower's is evoked. Paresis or even palsy of the muscles of masti-
cat;on is a fairly constant symptom in the severe type, with 'iff-
iculty in keepin! the mouth closeCL. Speech is affecte' and the 
handwriting aecomes more or less characteristic, the letters '1ein& 
at first well formed and easily ma.e, But gradually '1eoo.in, worse 
in shape and more difficult to produce, till they are finally in-
iecipheraile, fuil power returning after rest and relapsing after 
further trial. The gait exhiiits the same characteristics of exc-
ellence and fal1in( off frOm the normal exercise. The sphincters 
of the iladder and rectum do not aecome involved nor is there 
MUS cle atrophy. 
( 8) 
In speaking, the VOice, at first normal soon 'ltecomes hoarse, 
nasal and gradually less and less distinct until complete aphonia 
sets in. This can aest 'Ie o.served '1y hsing the patient count. 
As a rule up to fifty is the limit at which tim. they iecome 
( 11) 
to~ally aphonic. Disturiances of deglutition depend upon the 
mus cles of mastication, of the MUS cles of the tongue and of the 
(2) 
One of the characteristic points ot Myasthenia Gravis is that 
the degree of faticaiility may varrmarke~ly from time to time. 
Often there is droolin~ of aaliva, inaeility to whistle, often 
una'lle to read without ta.tilu8, often unaile to iress themselves 
or 'ltutton '1uttons, otten when attemptins to sit down into a chair 
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(6) 
they fall into it, often cannot stand squarely and. solidly. The 
patient may iecoae totally helpless with constant diplopia, unable 
to chew, unaile to talk or swallow, there may ie a chronic cyanosie 
from difficult ireathing, there may ie alanning cyanotic attacks 
( 10) 
at times and very trouhlesome insomnia. The cases studied iy Oppen-
heim demonstrated dysarthria, dysphagia and mastieat.ry weakness, 
with corresponding paresis of the loiial, glossal, palatal, mast-
icatory mus cles, etc. 
(8 ) 
Dyspnea is a common symptom.It usually occurs in paroxysms 
which may last from a few minutes to hours, early in the disease 
the attacks appear only after exertion but later are spontaneous. 
An attack of dyspnea may ie sufficiently severe to cause the 
patient's death.The suddenness and severity of these paroxysms 
su(gest failure of the respiratory center iut as to ilis nothinl 
( 10) 
is definate. In 1890 at the Charite, Oppenheim saw a young man 
affected with the disease, who was unable to take nourishment iec-
ause, though he could chew the first iite, he tired SO easily 
that the closure of the jaws could not ie executed any longer 
with any force.He noticed that electrical stimulation of the 
mus elee had the same influence; in one si ttwc in which the 
thora cic mus eles were stimulated, a threatening condition of 
(16) 
suffocation came on. The patient died. Starr says that sometimes 
dyspnea of a severe charaoter occurs and the patient may 41e 
( 8) 
in one of these paroxysms. The d.yspnea is oaused. iy involvement 
of the laryngeal mus eles and the mus olea of respiration. Myasth-
ania of the laI1~geal musoles can readily Be demonstrated ,y tbe 
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larynioscope.Hoppe reports fatilue of the aDductors and adductora, 
Dreschield, fati&Ue of the adductora only; Berhard of the right 
vocal cord and Punto~ of the lett voeal cora. 
( 12) 
The im tial symptom may De weakness of the anas and lecs in a 
(16 ) 
small percentaee of cases. It may extent upward from the leIs and 
finally reach the face or ,egin in the arms and exten4 to the legs. 
This mode of onset oeeured in fifty-eight cases out of One hund-
red and ninety as shown Dy starr. 
(16 ) 
The muscles that are weak do not shOW any sign of reaction of 
degenere,tion, Dut if they are exercised either iy ,alvanic or 
faradism they show a pro[ressing increasing lack of response to 
both ourrents so that they become inexcitaile to any current, and 
this reaction, which is characteristic of the disease, is termed 
the myasthenic reaction.It is a condition of electrical fati£ue 
exactely similar to the fatirue produced .y voluntary effort •. 
A similar fatigue may ie produced 8y percu8sing the muscles. 
( 14) 
The myasthenic reaction is then characterizsd iy an early exha-
ustion of the muscles, especially when stimulated iy faradic cur-
rent. At first the muscle responds normally iut soon fails, after 
(15 ) 
rest the power .eturns Iradual1y. To get this myasthenic reac-
tion the current should .e applied interruptedly and frequently. 
The rate of stimulation markedly influences this reaction.With 
frequent interruptions the reaction develops promptly and the 
faradic excitaBility temporarily disappears, only to retuBn after 
a short interval of rest. This condition of exhaustion is not 
( 11) 
pres.nt in all theaftect.d muscles. The degree of muscular ema-
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uetion may _e oijectively shown DY ergographic curves which SAOW 
that the muscle contractions oitained during the first movements 
have a normal amplitude iut if movements follow with a rather 
~pid ~ytha the force of the contraction rapialy diminishes. 
( 8) 
Involvement of the special senses are encountered in the torm 
or auaitory and visual disturbances. Cases shOwing a aiminution 
in the ranee ot hearin! and high pitched notes are attriiuted to 
faticue of the tensor tympani. Visual disturiances have ieen 4is-
cllssed aiove. 
(16) (17) 
starr eays there are no sensory symptoms. stewart saye there 
(5) 
may ie temporary diminution of the sensation in the limis. Sen-
eory symptoms are rare as pointe' out iy Buzzard iut they may .e 
prominent; thus at the onset or· durine the course sharp shootinl 
pains, tocether with numbness and tingling in the fingers and 
toes, may ie experiencedi occasionally definate anaesthesia hal 
Deen oiserved.ln one case recorde. i~ Buzzard, anaesthesia and 
anal,esia was found along the ulnar iorders of the a~ and around 
the lower portion of the thorax, areas of skin whioh are so treq-
(10 ) 
uantly affected in taie., tabes was ~Jled out. The bladder and 
(5) 
rectal functions are noi; impared. The knee j arks are normal or 
slightly exa."erated anti anow the tendency to exhaustion. ieine 
otten aiolished after repeated tappin,. 
(16) . 
Ne,ative symptoms:-
1. NO fibrillary twi tchincs. 
2. No atrophy. 
3.Aieence of reaction of degeneration. 
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4.NO sensory SymptOMS. 
( 4) 
5. The mind is una! teat ed-. 
6. Heart, ila4der, accOmodation of the eye and sphincter 
iris as well as the striped mus ales, may ie aftected Dut 
as a rule are absent. 
(6) 
In the cas e of Harriet Ea,eworth, M. D. her first symptoms 
( 3) 
appeare. in the heart muscle aurine a relapse with pneumonia. AI 
pointea out DY her, the early mila stages of Myasthenia Gravis are 
frequently overlooked and mistaken tor chronic nervous exhaustion. 
The clinical stuay of patients whose main complaiat 1s fatigability, 
must therefor. includ. a consiaeration of the p08siiility that their 
symptoms are in4ieative ot an early or possiile transient for. of 
myasthenia which might ie termed" Myasthenia Mitis".Also the car-
diolocist must iear in mind thet the heart itself may ie one of 
the muscles which can ie attected .y the disease, theretore, the 
possibility must be investigated to see it the therapeutic use of 
glycine may not Be of value in conditions of muscular weakness 
which cannot be considered true Myasthenia Gravis. 
( 11) 
The iest opinion now states that a true atrophy( amyotrophic) 
40es not exist but rather that one deals with senera; wastin: 
aWay, such as seen in any disease as serious as Myasthenia Gravis. 
Muscular tonus is nomal anfi it is lioulJttul if filtrilla.ry tremors 
ever occur. 
The pulse is usually rapid a.nci suffers turthur increa.se if 
tatilue is turthur Drought altout by unnecesaary exercise. The 
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ilood pressure is often low iut never reaches the extraae seen 
in adrenal insufficiency. The electrocardiographic curve is not 
altered. 
Constipation, if pres ant is due to the fatigaBility or para-
lysis of the intestinal mus eulature. 
(5) 
The rapid develo~\ent of muscular fatilue, called the myasthenic 
condition, ie usually the tiret'noticaile feature iut in a few 
cases it is preceded by headache, pain in the neck and lack, ~iad-
iness and photophoBia.As A rule all the muscles supplied iy the 
cranial nerves are affected Before the limis. 
( 6) 
Exposure to cold and heat, the distressin& affects of menstrua-
tion, respiratory infections, or unusual exertion affect adversely 
the myastheni c symptoms. Periods of intense heat are prostratin& 
to pa.tients with Myasthenia Gravis. 
(9) 
Leriboullet t I zara anlll Mouzon des cri': ••• a cas e of Myasthenia 
Gravis in whio." amenorrhea. was a peculiar symptom of the disease. 
( 7 ) 
Epstein presents a case with ironzing of the skin and picmentation 
of puchal mucous membrane, there was also high blood pressure. 
(19 ) 
Zuccola reports a cas e whose SYJllPtom8 'Became rapi:Uy severe two 
mouths atter the onset, the neck muscles were so weak that his 
ehin droopsd until it touched the sternum. 
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CASE rtmpORT 
ot 
HARRIET EDGE'lVORTH, PH. D. KANKOKEE, ILL. 
By hers elf' • 
Prior to an attack ot influenzal penumonia in DecemBer 1918, I 
was an unusually bealthy, active woman with a capacity tor work and 
exertion much above the average.A relapse at this time was ehara.e-
teri:zed 19y extreme weakness in general and of the heart in parti cular. 
There \'I8.S no dis eoveraale orlanic clisease of the heart. After three 
months in bed, during whi eh the symptoms improved, I cot up still 
feeline weak.TwO months later, a~er turthur improveaent I resumed 
my work in chemistry. 
The site ot the first symptom is interestine. Many patients 
show ptosis and diplopia amone the earliest symptoms. If this is 
true in general then a responsibility tor earlier diagnosis would 
seem to rest with the eye men.In my case the symptoms appeared 
first in the heart muscles during a relapse with penumonia. Alth-
ough my family physician knew nothing aiout Myasthenia Gravis, time 
has shown his advice to remain in Ded and rerrain trOil the usual 
heart jrugs, to have Deen sound. 
During the next tive years, while doin, full work, I was eon8-
cious ot increased fati~aDility, especially after unusual exertion. 
This alwa;s imppoved on rest or a vacation, and yearly medical 
examinations revealed no Dasis for it. For explanation, in 1923, 
tollowin! a horse-Back trip, I was exhausted and distressincly 
short of 'breath ( with no cardiac symptoms) for three days. 
A1thoulb this exha;~tion Deeame less in the £011owin: weeki, it 
was still apparent six weeks later, then I went .to a clinic 
-----------------------_ .• _----"--
,,-.. 
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for a medical examination. I was toli the only fintines reveale« 
iy the examination was sli,ht excess weilht, for which a reduced 
diet and daily persistent exercise was recommended. I remamier 
ieing puzzled DY this advice becaus e experience had taucht .e 
that following this rep.ae haa always augmented the symptoms, 
whereas the opposite, a reasonably full diet and rest improved 
them. 
In the summer of 1924 intermittent ptosis and diplopia appeared 
suddenly. An examination iy three ophthalmologists revealed no 
ocular detect. One of -these experiences reveals how a short perio« 
o! rest at this stale of the trou.le may conceal the symptoms. I 
arose early to take a mornin, train to Chicago, ate a hurriea 
breakfast, and after reachin, the city hurrie. acrOSB town to keep 
this appointment.On reaching state street, the hast., exertion and 
contusion had prOduced such exaggerate« douilevi.ion that I was 
cQmpellea to ask the traffic policeman to escort me across the 
street into the iuiltin,. The ophthalmologist was two hours lat., 
during which time I reclined in a larce, cOilfartail. chair in a 
semi-darkened room. After two hours rest I could demonstrate no 
ptosis or douDle vision at the examination although it reappearel1 
on the return to the station. Three weeks later I accompanied a 
relative to the clinic for an operation. Alain the same mistake 
was maie of aelayinc an examination until a week's rest ha. ois-
ouro. the symptoms. For a week I was lbokinl after her""anci incici-
entally restinr. most of the time so that when I was examine. I 
did. not show the ptosis, douDl.e vision or the weakness which had 
ocourea in the rieht haa' and arm. 
Durin! the followinl winter, after a mila infection of the 
44$'F 
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throat there was unexplainable weakness an. eL~au8tionJ a temporary 
increase in the ocular symptoms and on several occasions a marked 
loss of the lifting power in the right ana and the lett lac. Durinc 
a vacation in Flori.a, I seemed to reCOver strength iut soon after 
returnins I ceased to ie aDle to comi my hair and shortly atter 
that arose One aorninc unaile to open my lett eye, mOve the side 
of my face or swallow without regurgitation through the nose. I 
Batere. a ehicaeo hospital where, after a general examination, 
various tests, a ldiap10sis of Myasthenia Gravis was concurred 
in by three neurologists. 
I spent the summer in the hospital where, in spite of rest in 
ied and gOOd nursinl care, the symptQms increased slowly, appear-
ing in the arms, legs, speech and chewing museles.I went to Ariz-
ona for the winter to escape respiratory infections which have 
always increased the muscle weakness and from which recovery was 
never complete. Atter re-entering the hospital in the sprinC I made 
an extensive review of the lit$rature. Every clue or remedy which 
had ieen tried iefore BS tested without ienefit.I then rellize4 
that my only hope of control of this disorder cou14 come only 
from experimental medicine.I felt the t!Hm recent European cont-
riiutions to muscle physioloCY m1Cht offer a clue. Animal experi-
mentation offered ~ittle hope of results since no one has succeed.d 
in reproducing Myasthenia Gravis in the experimental animal. Success 
seamed to lie only in exhaustive study and experimentation on a 
person with the disease.With this in mind I sou&ht advice fro. a 
physiologist who is an experimentalist ( under whom I studie.). 
I offered to aecome an experimental subject tor anyone he misht 
find who was willin, and competent to ie,in such an investi~tion. 
-- ~ i 
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Representatives of Diochemistry, physiology, neurololY and path-
010«1 were consulted and it was decided to .e,in with a thorouch-
gGin~ chemical investi~tion under Dr.Wane of the Nelson Morris 
institute for medical research in Chicago. I was put on a constant 
diet, the ohend cal consti t 1.1 ents of which were quanti tati vely tete-
ruined, and. the urinary, iloot and fecal consti tlJ.ents were studied. 
chemically. while frequent estimations of the basal rate were OD-
yained. The only pod ti ve result of this pains-taking and laltorious 
experiment was lowered excretion of creatinin and a creatinuria 
which averacsd. about 150 me. a day.To aave all nonnal except the 
creatin-creatinin constituents in a person so prostrated seemed 
surprisinc. Creatinuria had lteen reported before in this trouBle, 
as well as in other trou»les which asthenia is a prominent symp-
tom.A series of therapeutic experiments were planned But atruptly 
terminated DY the disastrous results of the first one. I was six 
months recoverin~ fram its acute effects.Durin~ the next three 
years! spent the winters in Arizona and the summers in various 
hospi'ta.ls as a research patient. 
By this time the di •• ase had progresse. to the point .here I 
was totally hopeless, had constant diplopia, was unable to chew 
ana had aifficulty in talking, swallOwing and Breathing. There 
was chronio cyanosis with alarming cyanotic attacks at times and 
very trouDlesomeinsomnia. I required the constant care ot a 
nurse and could Be moved only on a stretcher as an am~ulance case. 
With the help of trienGI in Medical research, I tried out, without 
benefit, every clue suggested by any respon8i~le person. 
In the summer of 1929, while taking( for an entirely different 
.-
purpose) taDlets containin, 1/8 ,r.(0.0081M~ ephedrine and ~t gr. 
(O.l~. ) amidopyrine, I noted a surprising improvement. After 
tak~ng two taBlets daily for two days. I could turn over in Ded 
iy myself ( wili ch I had not ieen aile to do for three years ) and 
on the next aay could even sit and stand for a few seconds without 
help. The only thing which had not ieen tried out iefore was ephe-
drine and I was suspicious of its relation to the improvement. I 
discontinued it, and on the second day was back to the level of 
weakness before takinc ephedrine. I then resumed it in coses of 
1/8 gr. and the previous improvement was noted. After four days 
I a«;ain discontinued and then resumed it with the same results. 
In a week I was a.18 to De dress ed for a part of the day, and in 
ten days could walk half the distance of a room without help. 
The improvement on this dos,s seemed to reach a maximum at the 
end of the second week. At this point I entered the University 
of Minnesota hospital as a research patient under Dr. ier,lund, 
for the stuciy of another pr'o'dem.He was impressed with the un-
dou.ted improvement which had occured, .ut resolvea to rule out 
any phychi·c factor DY with-drawing the ephedrine without !!y 
knowing it. Lactose was suistituted for ephedrine and I immed-
iately crew weaker. After omission of only one dose I wae con-
scious of increased weakness and wondered and spoke a.out it. 
For three weeks I was a,ain unable to move in b ed without hel,. 
The diplopia .ecame constant; I ceased to •• able to chew. swa-
llowing, talkin, and ireathinc became difficult, and the cyan-
osis increased. The ephedrine was then begun again in two doses 
of a/a Cr. ( 0.025 p). The day followin! its use I was 80 
-. 
conscious ot an increase in strensth that I was completely puzzled 
ity it. On the next day I sat up in a chair half' a day and on the 
following day could De dressed and walk the distance of the room. 
In the '~hree years sb.ca then, except for short periods when 
it has ween discontinued or the dose increased for experimental 
purposes, I have taken 6/8 Ir.(O.05 pa. ) of ephedrine daily"~t'h 
slow iut constant improvement. Also the rate of improvement has 
_sen apparently uniform; that is, the amount of improvement ·in 
the last six months apparently has ieen as much as in the first 
six months of treatment. Larger do.es sive me a temporary increase 
in strength ( more than that produced iy the smaller doses) But 
they are invaria\lly followed in two or three weeks by such adVerse 
symptoms that I have always ieen compelled to reduce the dose. The 
daily use of 6/8 gr.of ephedrine over a period of three years has 
changed me trom a totally helpless person, dependent on nurein, 
care, day and night, with difficulty in chewing, speakins, swall-
owing and Ireathing and with marked vasO-motor d1sturDance~, to 
my present condition where I am dependent on a maid only for dres-
sing, itathinc, and comling my hair.I work aDout the house, sew, 
read and write, at will and can ,et into and out of a car with 
little help.The shortness of ireath, cyanosis and persistent in-
somnia have "almost disappeared. In short, I now live a lite of 
some usefulness which is comparatively comfortaele and pleasant. 
An added advan~,e of using a dose smallwr than the maximum which 
will 8e tolerated is that in emergencies such as exposure to cold 
or excessive heat, respiratory infections, or unusual exertion, 
all of which affected the myasthenia 8ympt~S adversely, the dose 
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can De temporarily increased with resultin« ltenet'i'). As concrete 
explanations of this, an extra dOse of ephedrine, before an unavoi-
dable exposure to cold as on a railroad or motor trip, will prevent 
severe stiffness in all of my muscles, which will otherwise occur, 
and which has such a temporary paralyzinc effect, that I would 
have to be lifted out of the car or Dnto the train. Periods of in-
tense heat are prostratine to Myasthenia Gravis patients, in fact 
may ae the cause of death. For three summers I have detinately 
protected myself acainst this depress inc effect DY increasinc the 
daily dose during a period of very hot weather. It may be of ,some 
interest to the nose and thrOat men that a chronic sinusitis which 
appeared only after I iecame helpless and which resisted all att-
empts to treat it locally, disappeared after I Degan intestin: 
ephedrine. 
To shOW the increased exertion possible on an increased dose, 
if I take an extra dose before going out to dinner I shall 'Ie 
a1&le to rise from the taile alone at the end of ·the dinner, ie-
have as a nonaal person durin, the evenine, and leave without 
fallin, down the front steps on departing, otherwise I know from 
my embarrassing occasions that I shall not ie able to do this. 
A study or the effects of ,lycine on this trou.le is very 
heartening to me. After ei~tyears of persistent and continous 
therapeutic;experiments with the active help of Physiologists and 
Biochemists, it is my first encounter with any real scientific 
interest on the part of the elinioans. If the accidental use in 
a fortui"tous dose of ephedrine can in a matter of a f. days, 
resurrect a supposedly hopeless veteran of the disease as I have, 
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I refuse to 'believe that concentrated work on the pro;lem DY com-
petent men will not reveal its nature and produce a much Better 
control. 
It is interestin, to note that in 1927 while i.in~ treat.« 
with serum for sinusitis, a severe utiearia resulted. To control 
the uti earia, epinephrine every hour ana ephedrine every two 
hours,were used. After three days on this treatment the uticaria 
subsiaed, and in addition I was much stroncer and was aDl. to 
sit up in Ded and eat a few slivers of turkey which I had not 
Been aile to do for months before. 
That evening when the Doctor called, he too was surprised at 
the improvement.I askea him if ephedr.1ne could have anythinc to 
do with the improvement. He told me it was only an adjuvant ot 
epinephrine which .y my own testimony had Deen tried a number 
of tim~8 without Denefit. For want of a ietter explanation the 
improvement was laid to the forailn protein reaction. 
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DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS 
The Uaplosie of Myasthenia Gravis in its true form may give 
no difficulty, Dut sometimes it simi1ates other neurol0fl:ical con-
dittons, and hence we must distinguish the difference. 
The disorders discussed ielow may at times eive difficulty. 
( 6) 
1. polio-encephalitis. 
Marked remissions and signs of exhaustion do not occur 
in polio-encephalitis. There is no Myasthenic reaction. 
Optic neuritis may De comiined with polio-encephalitis iut 
. (9) 
never with Myasthenia Gra.vis.In polio-encepha.li tis-ophthal-
moplet:ia interna is not uncommon, while in Myasthenia Gravis 
( 2) 
it is rare, if not unknown. A iullar paley especially ot a 
polio-encephalomyelitic type may similate myasthenia ,ravis 
and only after definate evidence of involvement of the cen-
tral nervOus syst~ can myasthenia be ~~led out. 
(5) 
2. 1I!ncephali tis 
Keschner states that during the recent epidemics of so-
called lethargic encephalitis, a number of easas presented 
the syndrome of myasthenia. gravis with involvement of the 
muscles innervated by the motor crauial nerves, which were 
at times impossille to distintuish from genuine myasthenia 
( 7) 
gravis. Groossman, in a paper entitled " Epi~emic Encepha-
litis simulating Myasthenia Gravis", seems to have Deen the 
first person to araw attention to the possihilityof this 
association.He had three cases, two of which had early 
iladder involvement and doubtful plantar response, whilst 
one exhi'bi ted choreiform movements. Groossman comments on 
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the apparently acute onset of the illness, the absence of 
myastheni c electrical reaction, the lack of variation, the 
degree of muscular weakness and the persistent ophthalmop-
legia, as points against the aiagnosis of primary myasthenia 
,ravi., on the other han" the vesicle dllsturltance and _aubt-
iul plantar response as suggestive of epidemic encephalitis. 
(9) 
3. Hys t eria. 
( 2) 
Bea«.USe of the weakness and nervousness Been in myasthenia 
~ravis it may be mistaken for hysteria, but the changes ot 
the fields of vision, characteristic of hysteria, are want-
ins in myasthenia !;ravis and also the ptosis in myasthenia 
gravis is due to weakness and not to spasm of the orbicul-
aria oris muscle as in hysteria. Hysteric weakness generally 
(11) 
improves with exercise and not with rest. The difficulty 
in aegl1lti tion in hysteria is due to spasm of the throat 
and Uquids are actively rejected throurch the mouth, while 
in myasthenia gravis the paralysis of the throat leads to 
a regurgitation of fluia through the nose.In hysteria, the 
the aifficuity in talking takes the fonn of whisperin" 
articulation itself being gOOQ, while in myasthenia the 
speech is slurring and indistinct. Paralysis of the vocal 
coras ia not seen in hysteria. There is no myasthenic re-
action in the muscles. 
4:.Funetiona.l and Nauro-tic Conditione. 
In early, very mild cases, it is otten very difficult, 
especially if there are no o_jective findings and the 
.. ,,-, .. 
(9) 
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histroy is only that ot fatigue. The diagnosis is otten 
f'.1nctional, neurotic, or hysterical diatur'\)ance and the 
true condition not recognized only after development of 
( 3) 
objective signs. For instance in an occupational neurosis 
in a clerk, the oOmmencement of myasthenia may be declare« 
DY early produced taUcue or the hands and fingers, in a 
teacher .y impament of the speech. In both cases the mus c-
(10 ) 
ular disability may be determined by the occupation. Myasth-
enia has been noted in combination with hysteria, exopth-
almie ~oitre and facial hemiatrophy. It may ie associated 
with dystrophy and even myotonia (Oppenheim). 
5. Tabes Dorsalis. 
Recurring paralysis ot the eye muscles are frequently 
seen in tabes, Dut the differentiation from myasthenia 
gravis can usually De easily made by the associated char-
acter of pupillary changes of tabes, as well as DY the 
motor and sensory phenomena, oDserved elsewhere. 
(9) 
6. Ptosis Myopthiea. 
From ptosis myopthica, which is defined by Fuchs as a 
form of ptosis wtich develops without known cause in women 
(very rarely men) of middle age. Always bilateral and sets 
in SO gradually that, not until atter a series of years is 
it pronounced enough to cause any appreciable interterence 
with vision. In these cases it is a primary atrophy oithe 
muscle itself' that is present. 
50. 
(2 ) 
7. Proeresa! .. e Muscular Dystrophy. 
Boothby says that myasthenia ,ravis usually occurs late 
in life, is not familial and has difterent distribution of 
muscles affected and affects them without atrophy and hyper-
trophy. Therefore ditfetent from the other progressive muscular 
dystrophy since they do. as a rule, appear in early life, 
are familial and there is atrophy and hypertrophy. Progress· 
ive muscular dystrophy may resemble myasthenia, lut as a 
rule the distribution of the affected muscles and pro,ress 
(6 ) 
or the two diseases are disimilar. In muscular dystrophy there 
(1) 
is no rayastheni c reaction. There is usually a family history 
of hereditary transmission.Begins early in lite; under twe-
nty; more often under ten.Symetrical involvement, usually 
attacks the shoulder girdle and works peripherally. There 
may be pseudohypertrophy or atrophy of the mus ele •• There 
is no change in the electrical reaction until late. There 
is a disappearance ot the deep reflex with atrophy of the 
muscles. There may be contractures and deformities. 
(2) 
Patients with ~ro,ressive muscular dystrophy excrete 
creatin even on a creatin free diet. Patients of this type, 
on a normal diet. excrete creatin equal to or exceeding 
the preformed creatinin nitrogen. On the ~ther hand, patients 
with myasthenia gravis usually excrete only small ~ount. 
ot creatin and occasionally none, But when creatin i8 pre-
sent the value for creatin nitrogen is rarely more than a 
small fraction of the prefonne4 creatinin nitrogen. The 
51. 
ratio of creatin nitro€ento preformea creatinin nitrolen 
in muscular dystrophy is usually between 1 and 1:3, whereas 
in myasthenia gravis it is usually around 0.1:1. 
( u) 
8. !ulbar Palsy. 
The paralysis of the external eye muscles and of the 
face and mouth give rise to an almost typical mask-like 
face which is very mush like that seen in buliar palsy, 
however, in bulbar pallY the eyes are usually not affected, 
or if at all, very late in the disease. 
The onset in buliar palsy is slower therefore true diff-
erentiation, also in myasthenia gravis it will be noticed 
that two or three weeks rest in bed, the paralysis ira4u-
ally disappears which would not ie true in bulbar palsy. 
Th~ onset in bulbar palsy is usually after an apoplectiform 
attack. It is a slow advancing paralysis, lDegininc in the 
t.ongue, lieps, larynx, and advances after several months to 
the face, but rarely affectin~ the motion of the eyes. 
The muscles soon atrophy and there is fibrillary twit-
chings of the tongue, the tongue is thin in appearance, and 
the face is also thin. 
The orbicularis palpebreum is frequently affected and the 
patient cannot close the eyes, ptosis is infrequent. In myas-
thenia gravis sixty percent of all cases show ptosis as their 
.. ~. 
first Bien. 
(1) 
9. Peeudo-bullDar paralysis. 
Usually begins after several attacks of cerebral hemi-
( 11) 
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plegia, hence there are associated. symptoms of hemi,le,ia, 
e. g. spastio gait, babinski:_is positive, lose of aid,omina.l 
reflex. There is no atrophy and therefore different from 
true buliar paley, and hence may assimilate more a myas· 
thenic condition. There is nO change in electrical react-
ions and hence no myasthenic reaction is oitainaile. 
lO.Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. 
There is no fibrillary tremor and no atrophy and hence. 
since he appears to ee well nourished, differs decidedly 
from a person suffering from chronic atrophic paralysis. 
This may begin with bulbar palsy, iut here again it is 
slower in its advancement and when weakness is oitained 
spastic rigidity develops, there is increased mechanical 
excitaiility and reflex activity. The myasthenic reaction 
is not oitainable. 
(ll ) 
11.Chronic Atrophic Paralysis. 
Chronic atrophic paralysis usually iesins in the leis 
and spreads slowly, it may ie mistaken for the type of 
myasthenia that Degins in the limes, iut the course is Chr-
onic and does not recover under rest. The muscles are atr-
ophic and do not give the myasthenic reaction. 
(2) 
12. Post Diphtheri ti c Paralys is. 
In this conQition the ocular and. aeglution muscles may 
be paralyzed. The histroy of sore throat or diphtheria may 
help to differentiate. There is aesenee of ptosis and para-
lysis of the muscles of the face and mouth. There is a loss 
53. 
of the knee jerks and the appearance of ataxia in the limis. 
In diphtheritic paralysis, rest does not improve the condi-
iien. 
( 6) 
13. 1.l.l.ndry's Paralysis 
The onset in this condition is very sudden and very 
progressive. Parathesias or slight decrease in sensation is 
frequent. The muscles react promptly to electrical stimulation 
or the reaction of degeneration may ie present. The form 
that ie,ins in the itui may be hard to differentiate. 
( (;) 
14. Gerlier's Disease. 
It is not usual to have s-uch llarked venir;c in myasth-
enia ~ravis as that which is c~on in this disease. 
(1) 
15. Bell's Palsy. 
The paralysis is usually unilateral, involving the face, 
and the onset acute, the disease reaching a maximum in a 
few hours. The reaction of degeneration is always present. 
( 2) 
16. Cerebral Tumors of Pons and Crura. 
The onset is much slower. The headache constant and sore 
severe than that in myasthenia gravis. Venico and vomit-
ing occur early. There are chocked dis cs and other signs of 
intracranial tumors. 
( 8) 
l7.Asthenia of Phthisis Pulmonalia. 
The asthenia of phthiSis pulmonalis may rum into a grave 
myasthenic condition as I have seen in one case which pros-
ented all the characteristic BulBar features. 
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( 4) 
lS.Exophthalmic Goitre. 
calligaris says that the appearance of the patient res-
ambles, somewhat, that of a patient with exophthal~~c goi-
tree Exophthalmus, muscular asthenia and emaciation occur 
in both diseases, but in myasthenia gravis there is no thrill, 
~ruit or hyperplasia of the ~land, nor are the vasomotor 
changes or the history characteristic of exophthalmic ,~itre. 
(9) 
19.The Myasthenic reaction of Jolly. 
This consists in rapid diminution in contractiBility of 
the muscle when stimulated .y a tetanizing faradic current. 
It aan also 'De obtained in mue cular hypertrophies, chronic 
poliomyelitis and Landryta paralysis. However, in myasthenia 
~ravis, the reaction is abrupt and obtainable in muscles 
which are not obviously paretic. The reaction of degeneration 
does not occur, and muscle atrophy forms no part of the 
clinical picture. 
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DIAGNOSIS 
(12 ) 
Ptosis or diplopia is the initial symptom in many of the 
cases. The ptosis is usually iilatera1 thou,h it may ie present 
in one eye iefore appearing in the other. It usually manifests 
itself after fati~ue and disappears on rest. It may De provoked 
iy steady fixation,iy violently raising the lids or iy the lack 
of sleep. It is usually aisent after sleepin~ and comes On to-
ward evenin,.The ptosis may disappear tor days or even months, 
(15 ) 
only to reappear after a time. Starr says that rapid develop-
ment of douile vision with ptosis ,unilateral or 'bila.teral, l.s 
(16 ) 
often the initial sign. TO correct the ptosis,the patient may 
hold his head "backwards. 
(16 ) 
The patient may wake up in the morninl iut as the day Coes on, 
(12 ) 
cartain muscles gradually iacoma weaker. Paralysis of the external 
eye mUBcles,the affection varies from slight weakness, or paresis 
to an a~solute paralysis. Posey says that he douits if a true nyst-
agmus exists. The internal eye mus cles seem to be rarely affected, 
though the literature contains occasional references to associated 
(8) 
sluggishness *f the pupils to light and accomodation. Mendel oiser-
ved an interesting myasthenic reaction of the pupils to light. At 
first the pupil would react promptly Dut after a few more attempts 
were made to ellioit the reamtion it would ~e slow and feeDle, 
after rest it was prompt again. 
( 11) 
The association of the weakness of the face muscles and of the 
external musculature of the eyes proQuces a characteristic facies 
(15 ) 
in myasthenia gravil,&n almost typical mask-like appearance of 
T t1IU 
5'7. 
the face. 
( 12) 
The disease may manitest itselt in two form., a severe an' a 
milG type. In the mili. type the symptQms are contined to the eyes. 
In the aevere fona, the markei. symptom. of Myasthenia Gravis are 
evident. Not infrequently paresis ot the or,ieul_ria and tront-
alis muscle. tollow that of the levatoe, so that the eye can not 
ie kept closei. acainst pressure, nor can the irow ie raised to 
compensate for the 'roopin~ ot the lid., an' the heai. is tilte' 
iack in order to see clearly. Later on weakness ot the mus cles ot 
the neck may cause the head. t. fall forwari..It the levator laiii 
superioris is involvei., the power ot smilin, is lost, owinC to 
the failure ot the muscle. ot the corner of the mouth to act 
properly, and twe so-callei. (nasal smile) or Gowere is evoked. 
(5) 
Muscles supplied .f,the cranial nerves are affect.d 'efor. the 
(8) 
limis. Involvement ot the special senses are encountered in the 
for.. ot auditory and visual disturbances. Cases ahowin, a i.im-
inution in the range ot hearinl of hilh pit~l.d notes are attr-
ieutei. to fatirue of the tensor. tympanii. 
( 12) 
Myasthenia Gravis is characterized lIy an alanonaal liaiility ot 
voluntary movements to tire throucbout the whole i.iy, the muscle. 
sUPPlied iy the laali iein, chiefly liaile to ie affectsa. It usually 
assumes a chronic tona with periods of remissions and .xacer.a-
tions, the IIUS cular symp'I;OJas always .eine al,ravatetl .y tatir;ue, 
ani. frequently iiaappearinr; wholly after periods of rest. 
The myasthenic reaction consists in rapi. tlt.inution in cont-
58. 
ractaDility or muscles when stimulate •• y tetanilinc faradic 
current. The reaeti.n is a.rupt an. o.tainaDle in muscle. which 
are not oiviously paretic •. 
( 1 .. ) 
The 'ia~osi. of Myasthenia Gravis seems pertectly oDvious and 
justiriaale when in retrospect we consi.er th. onset ana the pee-
uliar vacariea on the part or the voluntary Ilotor system when they 
are called upon for any type of continoul errort.There is this 
transitory character of the paralysia ,eesent only arter continoul 
efrort and always aiaappearin, after the effort has .een expend.d 
and the muscle. have baa time to recuperate. The peculiar electric 
phenomena, alien to any affections of the neural axis per ae, put 
a final stamp on the aiacnosis. 
(15 ) 
The muscles that are weak do not show the siens of reaction,or 
'e,eneration, aut if they are exercise. either 8y calvanic or tar-
adisll they show a proeressing inereasin, lack or re.ponse to Doth 
currents so that they .ecome inexeita.le to any current, ana thia 
reaction, which is characteristic, is terme' the myasthenic rea-
(5) 
etion of Jolly. The myaathenic reaction is not always present in 
Myasthenia Gravis ana it may occur in other diseases t 8.8 herd-
,le~ia and neurasthenia. This tendency to muscular exhaustion i. 
( 11) 
otten noted in the reflexes, .y frequent tap,in,. The delree of 
muscular fatisue exhauation may ie objectively shown .y erogra,hic 
curves whicn ahow that the muscle contractions o.ta1 •• d durin, the 
first moveMents have nonaal a.,lituae, .ut it movements follow 
with a rather rap1« rhythm. the force of the contraction ra,i_ly 
aeminishes. 
S9. 
(8) 
The principle points .,Usize& lay Op,enheill are the aa.ence 
of muscular atrbphy, aysarthria, ay'pha.,ia, masticatory weakness 
with corresponiinc paresis of the laa1al, ,lossal an_ palatal 
muscles, the frequent occurrence of remissions ana the necative 
(15 ) 
anatomic observations. starr says therei. no atrophy of the 
muscles an' therefore, since the patient appears to ae well nour-
ishea he aiffers aeciae411 from a patient suffetin, fr .. chronic 
(12 ) 
atrophic paralysis. Posey says that the reaction of aeleneration 
does not occur, ana muscle atrophy fonas no part of the clinical 
(11 ) 
picture. The aest opinion now states that a true strophy aoes not 
exist, aut rather that On'e aeals with a ,eneral _stin: away, such 
as Gne se.s in any disease as seriOUS as Myasthenia Gravis. Muscu-
( 3) 
lar tonus i. nonaal. Boothay states that Myasthenia Gravis usually 
occurs late in life,is not familial and has aifferent ciistriiution 
of muscles affectea and affect. thea without hypertrophy or atrophy. 
( 12) 
The cut exhiiit. the same excellence of falline oft trOll the 
aor.~l exercise. The sphincters of the ilad.er an« rectum ao not 
(16 ) 
aecoae involvea. The reflexes, aesp an. superficial, are unalfeetea. 
(5) 
Sensory symptoms are rare, aut as pointe' out ay Buzzara, they 
may 'Ie prominent; thus at the onset or aurinl the course sharp 
shootin, pains, tocetherr'wi th nurainees ot tincl1nc in the tinier. 
or toe., may ae experience.. Occasionally anaesthesia ana anal,-
( 11) 
esia may ae tound. It is ioutttul if fiarillary twitchinc. ever 
(16) ( 11) 
occur. lereer and others say they never occur. A here'itary 
60. 
character has not ieen mentioned except in one case reported iy 
( 4) 
Morineeco. Gol.flaa's cases are important since they show that 
the disease may en4 in apparent recovery. The min4 is unaffected. 
( 10) 
It was faunlt iy Meaes. iercluna anli Loman that an unltnown 
urinary reducin! aUDstance is present in Myasthenia Gravis.This 
unknown urinary reaucin, suistance is also present in alkapton-
una. They founa that this reaction Gic1 not take plaoe in one case 
of Blue cular dystrophy and one case of IIIUS oularratrophy. In normal 
urines they founa this reaction to ie alsent also.The reaction is 
as follow.:In the course ot the determination of urinary inorcanic 
phosphate,iy the method of Fiske ana Suiiorow they oaserved that 
the phosphomolyidic acid iecame reduced an. aa intense ilue color 
developed ietore the reducinc acent, .. ino-naphthol Bulphonic aoi4, 
was added. 
( 3) 
These patients usually excrete a small amount of creatin in 
the urine. The fee Cine or ,lycine increases the excretion of it. 
The exoretion of a small amount or creatin in the urine is then 
su"estive or Myasthenia Gravis.The excretion of creatin, of 
course, occurs in other conditions as in the muscular dystrophys 
(7) 
and atrophy. Epstein found that oreatinin excretion was ielow 
non=al in his patient ana that there was a creatinuria, .ore 
( 3) 
marked at varoius tiaee. loothDY states there is a decrease in 
excretion of creatini~ 
(2) 
As pointed out .y Dr. Eqeworth, the early lIIili sta, .. of 
Myasthenia Gravis are frequently overlooked ana ai.taken for 
61. 
chronic nervoUi exhaustion. The clinical study ot patients, whose 
main complaint is fata,aiilijy, must therefore inc1uC. a consider-
ation ot the p08si.i1ity that theta symptoms are indicative of an 
early or possiily tcansient tonn Gf Myasthenia which mi:ht De ter-
med ~yasthenia Mitis".A1so the oare1010<<ist must iear in mind 
that the heart itself may .e one ot the MUS eles which can .e aff-
ectea .y the disease. Therefore, the possi.ility must De investi,a~ 
te. to see if the therapeutic use ot ,lyeine may not De of value 
in eoncitions of muscular weakness which cannot Ie considered true 
Myasthenia Gravis. 
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PATHOLOGY 
(7 ) 
Oppenheim was first to report a lesion ot the thymus in this 
( 10) 
uieeaee. In 1900 Weigert published the report of a case in which 
he descri'eed lymphycotic infiltrations ( lymphooytes in the muscles). 
which, owing to the fact that the thymus contained neo-plastic 
tissue, he re~arded as meta.stasis to the mue cles. B\1ZZard malie a 
careful olinical and anatomical investi,ation on five ca.ses and 
concluded as follows; there are constant mor»id anatomical Chances 
characterized 'by wi dely dis t ri euted cellular t and s ornatia.a s reous, 
exudates ( lymphorrhages) in the tissues and ortans of the iouy, 
( 3) 
not metastatic from the thymus. The lymphorrhages appear identi-
cal to the lymphocytes of the tlood.The lymphocytes ao not invade 
the muscle fiDers, iut lie scattered in the spaces tetween them. 
There are slight muscle tiier changes indicating an early eta,e 
of degeneration, these are frequent and aftora an explanation 
of the rare ocourrence of muscular atrophy. The frequency ot thy-
rous cr~nges are not constant and hence. the deposit of lymphocytes 
are not secondary to thes e changes. 
(17) 
The lymphocytic cells are in collection along lymphatics, 
about the 'blood vessels, in glands, muscles and viecera. Their 
origin is uncertain. They are round in muscle tissue excised from 
(1) 
livin!; patients and also post mortum. The striated mus eles showed 
extensive lymphoid intiltEation and atrophy or the fibere. 
(9) 
Jones reports a case ot myasthenia !;ravia with necropsy, in 
which a thymoma was round in the thymus relion just above the 
-54. 
heart and immediately Dehind the sternum, loose and not adherent 
to other viscera. He says that literature on the thymus ~land is 
(16 ) 
not convincing nor satisfactory. Posey says that the enlargement 
of the thymus gland having Deen round in so many cases ot myasth-
ania ~ravi8 is si~nificant and this can not ie overlooked. The 
most constant post mortum findings was the discovery of lympho-
cy~es. or lymphorrhaces as their finder, Buzzard designated them, 
(17) 
clustered among the muscle riDers. starr says that enlar~ement of 
the thymus gland has been foune in many cases, lIlometimes as a 
(2 ) 
malignancy and sometimes not. This is not constant. A rather 
large number of the patients have thymic tumors or persistent 
thymus. 
( 6) 
The thymus types of abnormalities are;-
1.Simple hypertrophy 
2.Hypertrophy with de,eneration and proliferative chan~es. 
3. N etW growth. 
( 1) 
A strikinr, feature of which was the parenchymatus goitre with 
displacement and enlargement ot the parathyroid and thymic: tissue • 
The multiple thymus nodules were the site of extensive inflamatory 
changes. The mediastinal nodule showed evidence of a process of 
(15 ) 
longer duration than the accessory nodule. The establishment ot 
either clinioal or anatomical distur5ances of the endOcrine glands 
in myasthenia is not constant.Bourceois did not find important 
glandular trouale in any ot his cases. 
( lO) 
Striking developmental detects and deformities ot the central 
65. 
nervous syst_ and in other orr,ans were found in many of Kes ehner' s • 
( 8) 
patient •• The occurrence of constitutional anomolies in cases of 
myasthenia cravis has ieen frequently ... onstrated in recent years. 
Cruschmann reports two eases of (onadal hypoplasia in females. 
In a ease reported my Claude and porak, an enlarsement of the poet-
(1) 
erior loie of the pituitary ,land was noted. Alter reports a ease 
with multiple ainormalities of eronohiolenic orrans. 
(17 ) 
There are no uniform central nervus system lesions found in 
cases of myasthenia ,ravie. In isolated cases, minutehemorrhaces 
in the medulla and pons have 'een found. Rarely it has been found 
that there was degeneration of the nuclei of the cranial nerves. 
(2 ) 
Moerseh says that from a patholo&ical standpoint the central nar-
C 15) 
you. system seems negative. The eye ~rounds and the optio nerves 
are never affected, disturbances of the spinal fluid never have 
( 13) 
been recorded. In 1887 Oppenheim studied a case clinically for 
many years and then post mortum, careful microscopic section of the 
central nervous system gave ne,ative results. 
(15 ) 
A study of the valo-sympathetic system iy the usual methods 
has furnished jut little intonnation ana nothing that will eerve 
as a theory of pathof!enesie. Clinically i t .u,~ests a nervous d.ie-
ease jut post mortum findings are not consistent with suvh a 
(1) 
sug~estion. A stud.y or the central nervous system revealed. nothinc 
of sicnifi canee. 
(l4) 
A typical confirmed case of myasthenia gr_vie was deseriDad in 
f'it 
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which intlamatory chances in the spinal oord, with wide spread 
mucocytic degeneration were found. 
It is conclud •• from a study of the case, that there is a torm 
ot myasthenia ,ravia associated with inflamatory chan,.s in the 
central nervous system, the cause of which is still proalematic. 
NO case in literature has aeen encountered in which there were 
inflamatory lesions mainly confined to the cord, and a clinical 
picture of mJ(asthenia gravis as was founti in this case. 
( 4) 
Mayer found, IY the use or Marchi's method, chances in the 
anterior roots 'Gut I think it douattul if any importance should 
ie as criltecl to thes e changes or to those found .y Marines co, Wiul, 
Murrim Soraedorf, ant Fajersztayn, in the nerve cells or in the 
intramedullary root fibers. 
( 12) 
Marie, Bouttier and Bertrand' IS cas e which came to post mortum, 
revealed no pathology of the central nervous system, they round 
no pathology of the supra-renal ,lands either 'Gut never-the-less 
they ialieved that some pathological process took place there 
tecause of the ieneficial effect she received from supra-renal 
extract. 
(15) 
There has leen much discussion concernin~ the occurrence or 
muscular atrophy in myasthenia. The Dest opinion now states that 
a true atrophy ( amyotrophia) cloes not exist but rather that one 
deals with general wastinc away. such as seen in any disease as 
( 16) 
serious as myasthenia ,ravia. posey says that muscle atrophy 
( 17) 
forms nO part .r the clinical picture. The patient appears to 
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be well nourished and therefore differs remarkedly from one suffer-
ingfrom atrophic paralysis. 
(5) 
Two cases studied b, Coriat had hicc~ps which were present for 
a time, a symptOll which can ie explained only on the basis of a 
( 11) 
mYasthenic localization in the diaphragm. Lereboullet, Izard and 
Mouzon deseri»ed a case in which there was an intense decalcifi-
cation of lones J changes in the upper jaw and teeth and amenorr-
hea. 
(15 ) 
The exact place of myasthenia gravis in general pathololY is 
uncertain.SQme writers place it under disease of the muscles, 
others describe it as a disease of the nerves, others place it 
under disturbances of endocrine ,lands or again in the croup ot 
disorders of the neuro-vegatative system.As each of these parti-
cular fields has its own methods of investigation, different fac-
tors have leen distressed with the resultinl lack of synthisis. 
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PROGNOSIS 
(6) 
The disease manifests itself under two types; a severe form 
which terminates fatally, and a milder form in which the symp-
tome are confined. to the eyes and complete recovery is the riAle • 
The course and termination of myasthenia Cravis is variable as 
we have seen. The milder type tends to a complete cure, after 
many remissions, in some months or years. Perhaps half of the 
patients with the severe t¥pe die in the same period. Involve-
ment of the muscles of deglutition or respiration as a rule is 
the cause of death. 
(5) 
,,~ starr found that in the two hundred and fifty cases complied 
ey him, death occurred in forty-tive percent of the cases in six 
months. Oppenheim states that twenty-six out of thirty-ei,ht 
eases were fatal. Hun found that among one hundred and fourteen 
cases, fifty patients died with the disease, seven recovered, 
fifty-seven improved. In this report he states that none of his 
one hundred and fourteen cases died within a year. He believes 
that the good results of his cases were due to the treatment 
recei ved. 
(9) 
The ptolnosis varies as to the clini ca.l manifestations and. 
asthenia present. 
1. Five percent of cases, a rapid fatal te~ination within 
two weeks, tak es pal ee. 
2. Forty-five percent of the cases are fatal within one 
year of onset. 
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3.Forty percent, a chronic invali«ism results, with inter-
vale of arked improvement and of apparent recovery only 
to relapse atter six months or a year. 
4. In the remaininr;; ten percent, complete cure resulte. 
( ") 
Goldflam's cases are important since they show that the disease 
may end inapparent recovery, therefore, as a rule, not immediately 
fatal and may De suijeet to marked remissions over a lencthy period. 
Rosenieck states that this is Dorn out 'by his patient whose history 
(9) 
dates iack nearly five years. starr states that the prognosis is 
Detter in cases where the onset is in the li.8s rather than in the 
face and eyes. 
( 7) 
Oppenheim states that severe vertico, althou,h a rare symptom, 
is procnostically unfavoraile. 
The pro~osis of myasthenia ,ravis has looked far more favor-
able since Harriet Edceworth, in the summer of 1929, ie~an takin~ 
ta'blets ,( for an entirely different purpose) containin, 1/8 Ir. 
(1) 
of ephedrine and 11- cr. of amidopyrine. She states," I noted a 
surprisin, improvement, after taking two tablets daily for two 
days. I could turn over in Ded 'by mys elf (whi ch I had not i een 
aile to do for three years) ~nd on the next day could even sit 
and stand for a few secdhds without help. The only thing which 
had not 'been tried out iefore was ephedrine and I was suspicious 
of its relation to the improvement. I discontinued it, and on the 
seconlj day was \tack to the level of weaknese \tefore takinc ephed-
rine.I then resumed it in doses of 1/8 ,r. and the previous imp-
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rovement was noted. ft 
(6 ) 
In 1933 she writ'es, ft In the past three years, except fOr short 
perio~e when the ephedrine has ieen discontinued or the dose incre-
ased, for experimental purposes, I have taken a daily dose of 6/8 
cr.( 48 m:J of ephedrine sulphate or of ephedrine hydrochloride 
with slow But continous improvement. The rate of improvement has 
Been unifonn, that is, the amount of improvement the past six mon-
ths seems to have Been as great as the improvement seen during the 
preceeding six months. 
Lar,,;er doses ,;ive me a temporary increase in etrencth, aut 
these dosages are invariaBly followed in two or three weeks by 
such adverse symptoms that I have always leen compelled to reduce 
the doee. 
An advantace of using a saaller dosage than the maximum that 
will ie tolerated ie that in amarlencies, such as exposure to cold 
or heat, the depressin, efrects of a menstrual period, respiratory 
infections, or unusual exertion, all of whiCh affect the myasthenic 
symptoms adversely, the dOse can Be temporarily increased with re-
sulting Benefit. 
An extra dose of ephedrine iefore an unavoieaile exposure to 
cola, as on e. railroa.d or motor trip, will prevent stiUness in all 
my muscles which would otherwise occur and which would have such a 
temporary paralyzing effect that I would ha.ve to ie lifted out of 
the car, Or onto the train. 
Periods of intense heat are prostrating to patients with myasth-
enia !;ravis; durin, severe hot weather t detinately proteot myaelt 
against this depressin~ etfect '1 increasin, the daily dosa,e. 
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The lon, continued use or ephedrine may produce adverse effects, 
the control of whi eh I have 'begun '~o condier its lenericial effects 
far outweo,ht any of,'. these I have discovered. As a matter of wis-
80m I shall discontinue its use as soon as I c:a.n do 80 without los-
ing ~ains it has produced, iut recent attempts indicate that this is 
as yet, far from p089iltl •• 
(2) 
In cooperation with Dr. Wilier and also the section on neurology 
six patients suffering from myasthenia ,ravia, three men and three 
women were treated with glycine,the three women were showing ienef-
its from it when they ha:d to ite diacontinl18d due to the insuffioie-
nt amount of ,lycine. In their second report they state. ":Cha three 
men an<!l the three women previoWlly discused have all shown improv-
mente They were on combined treatment of ~lyeine and ephedrine. On. 
patient at her mentrual period experiences a definate relapse,ltut 
followin: this again recovers rapidly". 
( 3) 
In Dr.Boothby· 8 fourth report he states t ItOf the twelve patients 
On treatment with ,lyoin8 and ephedrine, ten have definately improv-
ed. Al. have a.en able to a. up and about and,with the exoeption of 
the two oldest (one a women age seventy-nine,and the other a man ale 
sixty-uii'le) they have ieen able to carryon lisht work". 
It is interestin~ to note then that the pro,nosi~ is now more 
favorable than heretotore. The openin, up of these new fields in 
the treatment of the condition is promising. It at least hol.!l:s a 
more enli:htened future to those unfortunately implicated,promlses 
them a moae:r-d.te.comtortalllle happy lite which otherwise would not ite 
possible in moat cases,it enriches the therapeutics of neuropsychiatry 
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a.nd opem a prOlllisin: future. 
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TF..EATMENT 
(10 ) 
The moat severe cases must be cared for in bed to prevent 
(9 ) 
fatigue. Oppenheim says, ff Absolute rest is essential in any 
( 10) 
severe oasen • Prevention of fati!(ue of the musoles of mastication 
is important and this can also oe accomplished to some extent by 
keeping the patient in bed, by him.elf, with mouth olos ed. Rest 
helps to prevent the accidents of deglutition and the distressing 
( 6) 
paroxysms of dyspnea. In some cases the voice, which at first is 
nonual soon becomes leBs audible and finally complete aphonia may 
set in, therefore, the amOU1'l'~ of vocal exeroise whould be restricted. 
(13) 
The eyes may be kept closed if necessary. 
( 10) 
The patient should be ted small amounts frequently and then 
by spoon, until he regains strength under the treatment wi'th ephe-
( 9 ) 
ddne and glycine or by spontaneous remission. Tube feeding may 
be necessary if the patient is 50 weak that he cannot swallow with-
( 2XY) 
out regurR;1tation. I f the patient is exceedingly weak, he may 'be 
fed through a Rehfu8s tube introduced throulth the nose, a hi£h 
calory, hieh vitamin diet in liquid form. This prevents choking 
, (1) 
and pneumonia from inhilation of food. A meat free and low protein 
diet accentuates the weakness, while a liberal and full diet helps 
to allay and deceease the fatigue.It affords sufficient nourish-
mente In an occasional case this may be kept up for months and is 
to be preferred to gastrostomy on account ot' the remitting chara-
(11 ) 
c'~er of the disease. 3;i1).927, A.W.Adeon was consulted about 
a case of myasthenia gravis -lily H.L.Parker, M. D.of the Mayo clinic. 
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The patient was so exhausted and fati,ued Doth from the actual 
myasthenia ,ravie standpoint and from. the lack of foo;! .. that 
death seemed inevitaele.Duodenal tuie reedin, ana rectal feedinc 
were ruled out since duodenal feeding produced irritation and 
thus formation of muc9us, that it would inevitaily lead to pneu-
monia and death in this case. Rectal feadin! which had Deen emp-
lo}'ad tor ten days was not eivin, him sufficient nourishment. 
Gastrostomy was advised and preformed. Feeding was ie~un through 
the tu.a the same evenin,, first liqui« peptonizinc milk and later 
cr~nt e,gs,soup ete.until three thousand calories per day were 
given. The patient ~ined strength readily and at the time ot 
·this report, it seemed as thouSh he were to recover completely. 
(1) 
In 1932, ~ooth.y states that the patient now is in reasonably 
good health. 
(1) 
I-rrai1±ation of the thymus may .e tried it the thymus is very 
lar,8. The response is slow and at iest can be evaluated only 
with difficulty. Irradiation of the skeletal muaculature has pro-
ven necati vee 
( 1) 
In the Bummer ot 1929, H.Edceworth, while taking ephedrine l/S,r. 
and amiaopyrine ( tor an entirely utferent purpose) Elis covere. a 
marke~ improvement in her condition. After taking two tablets 
daily for two eays she coul. turn over in ie' .y hersell, a thins 
she couls not do for three years. She was $uspicioul of ephedrine 
and ran experiments on hers ell ana found its aeneficial effects. 
When she would discon·tinue for a few days she would find herself 
iack to her fonner level of weakness.In 1932 she writes," In the 
-----------~--_______ W ____ -M-_.,._-=-- __ ...... , ...... ,___ .._--__ _ 
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past three years, except for short periods when the ephedrine has 
ieen discontinued ot the dose increased, for experimental purposes, 
I have taken a daily dose of 6/e ~r. (~8 me.) of ephedrine sulphate 
or of ephedrine hydrochloride with slow but continious improvement. 
The rate of improvement has ieen uniform, that is the amount of 
improvement the past six months seems to have been as ~reat as the 
improvement seen durin~ the precaedin, six months. 
Larr;er doaes~ive me a temporary increase in stren:th, iut 
these dosages are invariably followed in two or three weeks .y 
such adverse symptoms that I have always been compelled to reduce 
the dose. 
An advantage ot usin~ a saaller aosaee than the maximum that 
will ie tolerated is that in emergencies, SU~l as exposure to cold 
or heat, the depressinc effects of a menstrual period, respiratory 
infections, or Ul'lUSllal exertion, all of Which .trect the myasth-
enic symptoms adversely, the dose can ie temporarily increased 
with resulting ienefi t. 
An extra dose of ephedrine before an unavoidable exposure to 
cold, as On a railroad or motor trip, will prevent a severe stiff-
ness in all my muscles which would. otherwise occur and which 
would have such a temporary paralyzing effeet that I would. have to 
.e lifted out of the ear or into the train. 
Periods of intense heat are proetratin, to patients with myasth-
enia ,ravia j during severe hot weather I liefinately protect myself 
alainst this depressin, effect by increasin& the 4aily dosage. 
The long COntinued us e of ephedrine may pro'4uee advers e etrects. 
the control of which I have •• ,un to -consilier but its Deneficial 
---------------------------~-----
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etfects tar outwei:nt any ot these, I have discovered.As a matter 
or wisdom I shall discontinue its use as soon as I can do so with-
out losing lains it has produoed, '1ut recent attempts indi cat. th~t 
this is as yet tar from possiBle. 
(1) 
In SeptemBer, 1932, Dr.ioothiy in cooperation with Dr Wilder 
and a.lso 'Ghe section on neurolosy, six patients suffereli from myas-
tnenia ~avis, three men and three women were treated with clycine, 
the three women were showing benefits from it when they had to ie 
disoontinued due to the insufficient amount of ~lycine.In the di8-
cussion by Dr.R.M. Wilder, Divis.ion of !;1edic1ne. he stat .. ," 'rhe 
evidence of tne improvement in two ot the three cases il striking. 
These men do nO·t drool saliva as they did; they can spit and whistle, 
which was imposeiole 'before. They swallow easily and nOl"lually. 
They read without fatigue, and writing, which they tonnally accom-
pliehed with the greatest difficulty, .eyond the first line or 
two, is now done easily. They ltutt·:m buttons, :.;et into thei r aoats 
adroitly~ stand squarely and soUdly, can step up on chairs, sit 
without ral11n~ into the chair, and walk distances ot a mile with-
out fati!ue.They were oapable of none of these previous to teeat-
mente 
ff The entire field of muscular disease", says F.P.Moersch,M.D. 
" has la.en more or less a therapeutic ni:;htlllare to the clini cans. 
The investisations of Dr.Boothoy are, therefore, more important 
since eoncen1ins myasthenia gravis, we have lon, entertained the 
idea. that '.ve are dealin~ with a curaBle disease. We must not 1n 
too ready to draw definate conclusions until further studies have 
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been made". 
( 2X) 
Boothby, in December, 1932, states the three women and three men 
previously die CUBed have all' shown improvement. They were on com-
iined treatment of $lycine and ephedrine. One'patient, at her men-
~trual period experienced a detinate relapse, iut following this 
acain reoovers rapidly. The muscles of de,lutition and mastication 
in some cases apparently respond less completely and more slowly 
to medi oation than the mus oles of the extremities. In the three 
women 3/8 g;r.( 0.025 &m.) capsule of ephedrine B.I.D. was taken 
shortly after fi Ye to fi fteen lPU. of ~lycine had i €'len tak en. For 
some patients this amount of ephedrine has proved to be too large, 
and after a prelimenary period of benefit, later produced untow-
ard results. Unlike ephedrine we have not Observed ill effects on 
any ot our patients from any dose of ~lyoine up to thirty ~. 
daily. Up to the present time the cases treated with ~lycine that 
he has knowledge of, a total of fifteen cases, all have shown im-
provement. 
For the immediate future we have -two maj or lines ot investi-
;:;atlon. 
1.It will ~e necessary to determine the best dose of ~lycine 
and of ephedrine, both separately and to~ether in comcinations 
,,111 ell will produce the ~reatest ,ood to patients with myasthenia 
gravis. The range ot ~lycine seems to be within the limits ot 10 
to 30 gm.daily, divided into two or three doses. The dose of ephe-
drine"seems to be between 1/8 and 3/8 grains (0.008 and 0.025) 
B.l.D. There is evidence that when ephedrine is administered 
about fifteen minutes after ,lycina, the effect of both substances 
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is increased. However, some patients do not tolerate the large 
doses of ephedrine suggested, especially when comiined. with gly-
cine an~ it may be found that those patients will do best with 
(2XY) 
In Dr.! oothey' s 1934 report he states, If Ten of the patients 
on treatment with ~lycine and ephedrine definately improved; of 
the ten who. improved all have been able to be up and about and, 
\vi th the exception of two of the 01 dest ( one woman, e."e s eventy-
nine and one man age sixty-nine,) they have been able to carry 
on U,ht work; four of the ten ahowed very marked improvement, one 
of whom received glycine ~lQne without ephedrine; in two the only 
result was ceasation in the downward pro,ress of the disease. 
In addition to our own cases I have been in touch with just about 
as many more, and most of these have also shown improvement. 
Remen has reported one very striking example of improvement. In 
five of six cases in which we have tried to decrease or Qmit gly-
cine there was a graduala~~ravation of the symptoms. which acain 
improved with the administration of sufficient ,lycine. Therefore, 
I believe one may teel confident that elycine is ot definate bene-
tit in myasthenia gravis". 
Dr.Boothby states, ft My first report was made practically simu-
ltaneously and entirely independent of a similar report by Dr. 
!\emen. 
(4 ) 
In Professor Kehrer's neurolo~ic clinic at Munster, Germany, he 
( 2XY) 
finds on account of the remitting character ofths disease even with-
out treatment, and the marked improvement following the use of 
80. 
glycine and ephedrine, one should not allow the patient to become 
diecouraged even if the effect of the treatment, for several months, 
does no more than to stop the progressive cOtlrse of the disease. 
( 10) 
Physical agents like massa,e, electricity and exercise should 
naturally ie avoided. 
Because ot a historical interest we may site some of the thera-
peuti c principles that were rollowed up to the dis covery of the 
use ot ephedrine and glycine,ot course some of the esential points 
as rest et c. are still UEI ed. 
(5) 
Epstein cited a number of cases showing the association of mya-
sthenia gravis to Baesdow's disease.He proposed to treat the dise-
(2) 
ase iy complete thymectomy and unilateral thyroidec-tomy. Coriat 
(1921) says that symptoms of myasthenia gravis have been known to 
ie encountered occasionally in hyperthyroidism or exophthalmic 
f:oitrs, and these symp·toms have been known to improve after thyr-
oidecto.my or anti-thyroid treatment. 
(5) 
Epstein (1916) studied the metabolism ot calcium, mar;nesium, 
phoapherous, sulphur and nitrogen and the amonia excretion, with 
the patient at rest, while taking exercise, during the administr-
ation of ephinephrin, or thymus ~land, and ot calcium and presented 
no abnormal findings. The excretion of creatinin was below nonnal. 
Thsre was,at times, considerable excretion of creatine 
Ovarian and testicular extracts were also administered. Neither 
the glandular preperation nor the calcium appeared to have any in-
(12 ) 
fleunce upon the clinical caus e of the disease. Pemberton, studYtnr; 
a case of myasthenia gravis from a metabolic standpoint, found that 
81. 
the internal mus cular metabolism was disturbed and havinl; found 
a loss of calci~n suggests the administration over long periods. 
(7) 
Marie, Bout-tier and Bertrand gave supra-renal extract to a 
patient, with marked improvement. The improvement lasted six 
months. When the patient suddenly died in a few days after the 
( 8) 
onset of puhnonary oedema. Mariensco reports a case which improved 
(10 ) 
consilerably under ephinephrin and supra-renal extract. NOyes 
says the best results however, have been secured by the use of 
supra-renal extract.In this connection it is interesting to note 
that numerous experiments, particularily on the frog, have shown 
that injections of the whole supra-renal ~land have an undoubted 
action upon fatigue, that is, it penmits functional recuperation 
in a fatigued muscle much more rapidly than is normally possible. 
Physiologists do not agree ~n what portion of the gland produces 
this result. Clinical therapeutic evidence, however, shows that 
adrenalin is nearl!' or quite without result in myas:thenia gravis 
while the whole ~land has a remarkably effective action. 
The work of Feriera tends to show that the action of the whole 
extract is due to vaso-dilation, a peripheral phenomena. The rapi-
dity of the action suggests that it acts in an anti-toxin way, no 
other endo-gland gives the same results. Adrenalin will not give 
the same results. 
(12 ) 
Rest, absolute rest and prolonged, since the disease is a"ra-
vated by exercise. Gentle massage, since rou,h massage i6 harmtul. 
(9) 
Never use a stimulating electric current, central plvanism 1s per-
(12 ) 
miseaele. stry. chnin seans tt/' beneti t. as strychniB &~phElte 1/5 cr. 
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( 3) 
B. I. D. Dana states, whatever credit is due to the treatmant of 
myasthenia gravis iy massive doses of strichnin balon,s to Dr. 
W.O.Brid,es of Omaha, who many years afo sent a patient to me 
Vlho had been apparently res cued from death (remiasio11 developed) 
by this method of treatment. 
(12) (9) 
A patient with myasthenia gravis should avoid alcohol. Diaph-
oretlcs may be used but they mus't ie used Vii th g;reat caution. Tube 
feeding if necessary. One should supply cod liver oil and calcium 
salts. It is essential to keep up the nutrition. 
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